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from the editor... 
Welcome to Bloom, the literary magazine dedicated to the growth of  the emerging (or 
re-emerging) author! We are delighted to share our second issue with you. In the pages 
ahead you’ll find work by writers, both emerging and established, that pushes against the 
limitations of  form. It is our hope that Bloom will continue to act as a virtual “playground” 
for writers to explore their work without restriction, try their hand at something new, and/
or finally submit that piece they thought couldn’t quite “fit” anywhere. Once again, our call 
for exciting original work was met! I hope that you read through this issue with intention 
and leave with a fire burning within you to write something new, something never thought 
you would or could writer, something that expands you, and most importantly, leads to your 
growth as an author. We look forward to seeing that work in our next edition. Until then, 
enjoy!

Nika Rose





an interview
Patricia Simpson is an Amazon bestselling writer from the Bay Area of  California. She has won 

numerous awards, including multiple Reviewer’s Choice Awards from Romantic Times as well 
as a Career Achievement Award. Her debut novel, WHISPER OF MIDNIGHT, was a finalist 

in the prestigious RITA awards of  Romance Writers of  America. One of  her more recent 
novels, SPELLBOUND, was nominated Best Indie Paranormal of  the Year. Her latest book, 

APOTHECARY, was nominated for a Reviewer’s Choice Award. After a long career with TOR, 
Silhouette and HarperMonogram, Patricia is now enjoying creative freedom as an indie author. 

When not writing, Patricia produces two podcasts: FREAKIN’ PARANORMAL and FABULOUS 
WRITING TIPS. When not podcasting, Patricia loves to sing karaoke, redesign living spaces (10 

houses and counting—one of  them on TV!) and walk her two little pooches.

Patricia Simpson
Award winning author of  gothic, dark fantasy and paranormal suspense

Books: https://patriciasimpson.com/books
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PatriciaSimpsonAuthor/

BookSniffer: bksnfr.me/Patricia_Simpson



An Interview with Patricia Simpson 
With Bloom Editor Nika Rose

Nika Rose: Can you tell me a little bit about your journey with creativity? What did you 
create growing up? What kind of  media were you drawn to? 

Patricia Simpson: I was a writer, painter and paranormal aficianado from a very young 
age. When I was three, I painted a picture of  a creature that I told my mother was the 
“Hutchen.” I learned to read when I was four and read so much that I was reprimanded 
by my stepfather for bringing books to the dinner table. I was around ten when I wrote my 
first novel. It was called “The Day He Opened the Coffin.” I used orange and black felt-tip 
markers for the illustrations! So I was an indie from way back, LOL.

By the time I was in junior high I was writing one-hundred and twenty page novels 
(longhand). I had a friend who liked to edit them. She knew all about history, so she would 
correct my mistakes with a green pen. I appreciated her attention to detail because it got me 
used to the real world of  editing. In college, I was busy with my graphic design/engineering 
studies (right brain/left brain LOL), work and dating (research). As a young mother, I 
worked part-time but kept writing and submitting to publishers. The Writer’s Guide was my 
wishbook. I read it in the bath. Finally, in 1992, I was washing my dog in the shower when 
my young daughter said, “Mom! There’s a lady on the phone!” And I said, “Tell her to leave 
a number!” When I called back, it was Harper Collins. Had I known it was them, I would 
have left the shower running and my poor dog in soapsuds. I was so excited, I could hardly 
speak. That was my first book deal.

N: When did writing become your full-time priority? 

P: It never could be, because after the first sale I became a single parent. That’s quite a job. 
I had to work full-time as well, and I worked in IT. IT professionals are very busy people, 
especially if  they write code, which I did. I had to put my writing on the back burner 
because I was making a ton more money with IT than I was with romance writing. But I 
kept writing when I could. I kept at it and produced two books a year for a decade. After 
I got married a second time, I sold to TOR. They had a new line open. Then I went indie 
because I needed a break from the grueling schedule of  working and writing. I’m telling 
you, that really wears you down when you’re already a super busy person. Now I’m ready to 
start concentrating on writing because I recently retired. 

N: How do you balance writing for joy with the business end of  writing? 



P: I suck at marketing and I really don’t want to do it. I would rather write. So generally 
I just write every morning. That’s my sacred time. My appointments are always in the 
afternoon. I tell people, “Don’t even talk to me because this time is sacred to me.” And 
I’m keeping at it. I’m doing my own publishing now and some very sporadic marketing. 
I maintain my own website and do my own graphics. I actually LOVE creating trailers. 
Currently, I’m on the search for an agent again, so I can get serious about selling.

N: Do you have any critique partners? 

P: Yes. I’ve had the same critique group for twenty years. And we’re still friends, believe it or 
not. Once I finish a book and they’ve looked at it, I send it to a couple of  other people, beta 
readers. One of  them is a stickler as an editor, and she usually edits my books. No matter 
what, you don’t catch some of  those errors. 

N: Is there a way you structure the feedback?

P: Usually we will request a certain kind of  editing. Anywhere from just overall impression 
to “I want you to cross out every extra ‘the’.” We ask what we want from our members and 
usually they’re very good about that. Although, I often think they’re way too soft on me. 
Another thing that I do, and I always tell everybody this, is I create an audiobook from my 
novel. When I read the prose out loud, I catch mistakes—something like the red spoon 
that was mentioned never showed up again. Things like that. You catch those when you’re 
reading with your mouth instead of  your eyes. So I always advise people to read their work 
out loud. You find all kinds of  stuff  that way. You’ll notice the dialogue is clunky. You 
know, you don’t realize that when you’re reading text on the page. 

N: You talked a little about your writing practice but is there a specific way you work when 
you’re starting a new project? 

P: Starting a book for me is always inspired by some kind of  what-if  situation. Then I start 
thinking about what I want to say. I think that’s very important. Why do I want to write this 
book? To me that is the penultimate. There has to be a reason or something I want people 
to understand, feel, or maybe even change their minds about by the end of  the book. I 
create characters that exemplify the arc that a reader will take on the journey through the 
story. Then I created this thing, because I’m a computer programmer at heart, called the 
PlotSpinner. You answer some questions about your characters, and it spins your responses 



and makes a synopsis. Then when you read that you’ll get a feel for if  your story needs 
more excitement or if  a relationship needs some tweaking. The PlotSpinner is always a 
part of  my process. Then I have one other tool that I use. It’s called the plotting paradigm. 
It’s what screenwriters use. It has the major plot points, the midpoint, the dark moment, 
the resolution. I always create key scenes and hang them on the plotting paradigm, with 
paradigms both for action and for emotion. I think my pacing is good in my novels. People 
have told me that. I attribute that to the plotting paradigm. And then sometimes I go, “Nah, 
I just want to start writing,” but when you do that, you spend a lot more time going back 
and revising. 

N: I’d love to talk more about how you became interested in your particular genre?

P: Well, I’m mostly a paranormal romance writer. The reason for that is that I’m really old 
and I grew up on Hammer Production films like Dracula and Frankenstein. They were 
really well done, and I just loved them. I loved being scared, being taken on an adventure, 
usually involving a little bit of  romance. That really appealed to me. So that’s what I wrote. 
Then when I was going through my divorce, I was sitting at work, and I had just gotten 
one of  the first Macintosh computers. It was MacPlus. It was one of  those little towers 
with a floppy disk. I was sitting there, and I said to myself, “Why can’t I find a man that I 
love as much as this Macintosh computer?” So I decided to write a story where a Scotsman 
comes out of  a Macintosh computer, like a hologram. I sold that book. That was my very 
first book. From then on, I usually create a hero that’s a time traveler or some kind of  
paranormal creature. I don’t just have werewolves and vampires. I have characters who have 
blood transfusions that go terribly wrong or drink a potion made from a plant. I try to make 
my heroes different from the usual tropes.

N: Do you think that your genre has something to offer at this particular moment in 
culture? 

P: I think it’s about embracing creatures and people and cultures that are a little different 
from your own reality, and through these stories differences can be normalized. You 
can imagine yourself  thinking outside of  the box. I’m hoping that’s true. I think it’s very 
powerful to be able to hold the hand of  a reader as they say to themselves, “Yes, I could see 
myself  falling in love with this alien,” because there are lots of  things like that in our world 
now. Things that make you open your eyes and urge you to become a little more diverse.



N: Is there a specific author or artist you’ve been inspired by?

P: Of  course I have bought every book that Anne Rice ever wrote. She is my absolute hero. 
Her point of  view—you can’t beat the point of  view that she writes. Hans Zimmer, who is 
a composer of  movie scores, has inspired me with his music. I listen to him a lot when I’m 
writing. And Stephen King, I mean he is the king of  horror! Pat Conroy, Amanda Quick, 
Kathleen Woodiwiss, Kristin Hannah, Celeste Ng.

N: What’s your top piece of  advice for authors early on in their careers?

P: The first thing I think they should do is read a lot in their genre so that they know what 
the tropes are. If  you want to be successful, you need to know what those are because your 
readers want them. If  you’re writing a sci-fi book, for instance, readers want to know what 
kind of  sci-fi it is. If  you haven’t read enough, you won’t know the nuances of  the different 
kinds: space opera, AI, alien invasion, alternate universe, etc. Readers are really critical. 
They’ll tell you in Amazon reviews just what you’re doing wrong. So read a lot and learn 
the rules. I did not sell, and I wrote for years, until I joined Romance Writers of  America 
and learned my craft. There is a craft behind novel-writing. It isn’t a formula. Craft involves 
knowing about conflict, hooks, how to start your book, how to end it, how to keep the 
pacing going, the character arc. Those are just some of  the things you have to know!





poetry.



CLAUDIA
John Grey

She speaks of  hippies, she having been one
in the sixties, how they never went out
without their “peace jewelry,”
pendants like the body of  an airplane
with its wings angled back,
circled in pewter or gold.

She acknowledges how different the world was then.
The Vietnam War totted up death
like notches on a million outlaws’ guns.
Jim Crow sat on the south’s throne.
She shows me a picture of  herself
in a rainbow blouse and bellbottoms
blooming with bright hues,
standing by the door of  a red and white VW van
with the words “Peace” and “Love”
spray-painted on its doors.
Her brown hair falls down to her waist.
She’s as barefoot as a dryad.
And, dare I say it, lovely
in a kind of  unadorned, free-spirited way.

She says she feels like no more
than a visitor to the present:
designer jeans and SUVs,
music digital and cold when it used to be so primal and hot
and the cell-phone is the worst of  it -
people are more comfortable
with someone else’s voice in their head
than their own thoughts.

Her hair is still long but it is gray now.
And she dresses for comfort,
not the fashion of  youth.
One breast is gone and her back is bent
but she still maintains
a healthy, prosperous garden
behind the small cottage where she lives.
She told me once how she and her friends
really did believe
that hippies would change the world.
Instead, they provided lodgings for her
in the small house next to me.
But that’ll do my world.



Rainbow Bridge
Jack M. Freedman

Bridge suspended by rain 
Bows tied together 

Ends of  fragmented 
Fractals, fractured 

Actuality augmented to fit 
A jigsaw puzzle together 

Uncut unedited uncensored unfiltered 
Un-this Un-that Un-this Un-that 

Un Un Un 

Undo these constraints 
Let my perception be boundless 

Rainbow bridges form 
Uniting our nations 

United nations 
Nations united 
United nations 

Nations united 
U.N. 
U.N. 
U.N. 
U.N. 
U.N 
....I.... 

You and I? 
Were we meant to meet 

Somewhere within a formless Nebula of  psychedelic splendor? 
Was this rainbow bridge 
One that united nations 

of  
Heaven and Earth? 

Did I once swing upon the dog star? Sirius outburst? Burst out? 
Serious star fall? 
Speaking to the 

W O R L D



Camping Wet
Kushal Poddar

Thank God for the battery lamps,
white light-emitting diodes;
we would have burnt in the blaze
we caused with our elbows and knees
making a mess inside this love tent;
the jungle drizzles outside.
The noise of  mating insects devours away
the monophobia I often surrender to - even
when I copulate, even when you scratch
my heart with all those carnal half-words.
What’s on your mind? You ask my huffing
and puffing silence. Nothing. I say. I just remember
my father burning sweet scent of  agave.
Are you coming home? He states at me.
Rain. Rain. Damp tent.



Morning Sun
J.S. Mannino

The morning sun creeps indifferently afloat.
“Morning son!” a dying father solemnly wrote
By evening the mourning sun will sadly lament
As the mourning son weeps for all the time misspent.



Natter Chatter Cha-ching
Ed Ahern

Somewhere, perhaps Africa early on
we gave noises significance,
and then, in a lurch from animal,
combined noises into meanings.
And then, filling our mouths,
meshed meanings into thought,
all from noises.

Ideally we could share our thoughts
by merely thinking them, but
cannot, and gave symbols to sounds
so we could see noises and
preserve meaning beyond stillness.
And those cartouches overtook sound,
dominating the thoughts that birthed them.

We live under the rule of  words,
clotted syllables that dictate meaning,
live-bury instinct, and swarm emotion.
And are so addicted to figural sounds
that we memorize and repeat them.
And we know nothing beyond
the noise we hear and see and say.



By Camel through the Wasteland
Brandon Marlon

Footfalls sound in the desert at night,
trampling fireweed defying droughty ground,
a hushed motion noted only by eremites
and the disturbed taluses or femurs
of  anonymous wretches whelmed by humus.

We creep and tread amid a tombal quiet
past beetles gnawing brier spikelets
and scampering geckos, ever shoreward; 
my dromedary, often laconic,
occasionally taciturn,
forages for rootlets with a dour expression
blending mild contempt with resignation.

An overhead starburst brightens the arid trail,
guiding random passels traipsing 
clayey loam and marl through ghoulish hours
in the quest to greet the littoral by dawn.

Mongers of  our hardy lifeway reverence
that overnight interval when even 
breathing is muted by telluric consensus, 
senses hone, and fragrant resins scent the night.



Notes From a Chinese Junk Shop
Rie Sheridan Rose

I sit in splendor
on a table of  bronze
incense clouding the
interior of  my cage.

Sometimes they give
me water --
sometimes wine --
I never taste.

There is a crystal bell
beside me,
as if  I could call
for respite.

I am never fulfilled
yet never free
no solace in sleeping pills
or vodka...

I cannot pace the jungle
as my imagination
wants...the drums
are silent in the dusty air.

My shape fantastical
was cast in ages past --
the dragon of  my being
drenched in purple.



Residue 
煦 (Susie Zhu)

The grass here is less wetted by the lights            chasing after, like a real river
lighter, sooner                           than air, without which nothing could burn
could be burnt, could be born.

And a poem is a funeral.

The grass here is so er because many have roamed over it
as many nights rolling in and out of  your window, grew out of  it occupied it eluded it wearing it
  down

into transparency. Like undressing a missing corpse so faithfully that you’d almost believe in its demise,
and more it shines, the graver    your hands

Netting in a thousand frames of  fishes for water.

Sit down     in the center of  this room
-ful of  silence and let their murmurs wash over your feet, before walking into anywhere else.
(There is no anywhere else.)

A poem must forsake its insistence on being alive to become—
you write a winterval but fail before the snow on the ceiling cringes and the fume melts.



Clearer, Then Gone
Brendan McEntee

The carousel’s closed and will remain closed.
Behind the grate the animals fade; paint chips
from the tiger’s eye, the peacock’s feathers
blanched by the creeping sun.

The rain rivulets around my mouth and eyes.
There’s no one coming to unleash the lions,
let loose the screaming horses or wake the sphinx
from battle dream repose. No one’s coming.

It’s the old motifs I think of, stepping 
through puddles and shaking the lift gate,
disturbing the trash gathered with rain-ravaged
leaves. Must and mildew, perfume 

of  the present. I imagine the calliope dirge,
the sound warped and tinny through bent speakers
wired to match the changing, charmed lights.
Then, I’d ride the basilisk with courage as the circle

came ‘round, becoming mythic, a storybook hero
or something else, something other as my mother’s
smiling face appeared and reappeared outside 
the roundabout. Peering in, mortified,

sculpted faces appearing, ghost-music sounds
hanging on the early spring winds, I wanted  
to ride again—offer my coins to go back
to when things were clearer, now gone.



Rose petals at my feet
Mark Andrew Heathcote

Rose petals at my feet look destitute 
they’re strewn all around our front garden path
they swirl like clouds trying to reconstitute; 
it pangs my heart that in their aftermath
once again this summer draws to an end. 
And my own, “Damask Rose”, I gave my heart, 
didn’t open, wasn’t for a minute my friend. 
rose petals at my feet will now depart
and winter shall arrive with snow and sleet
spring and summer will come, never again.
Love deprived I shouldn’t settle for conceit
remembering a once, glowing, warm gem.
Rose petals at my feet foretell our end
no longer in this rose can I pretend?



Cherished a Hope
Edilson Afonso Ferreira

The emotion that lies at the heart, 
not shown in gestures and words, 
cannot be measured or felt, 
but for myself. 
Disillusion, sadness and despair,
even rejoicing and pleasure, 
have created tears, salty and hot ones, 
that have leavened the soil where I live,   
bringing forth flowers, fruits, children. 
Have nourished and ennobled my spirit, 
paying the toll I owe to the lord of  the fief. 
I am sure they are leading me to Canaan,
the promised land where evil finds no shelter  
and milk and honey flow abundantly. 
Where the woman I desire is waiting for me, 
at the door of  my house, longing and needy, 
wife and lover. 

Published in Burning Word Literary Journal, Jan. 2019 



Leaves Gone Crimson
Beverly Rose Joyce

As you sit 
upon this forgotten chair  
and spot 
each half-century brick  
of  the hearth 
held by mortar thick  

turn red  

take hold and know---  
surely 
as the leaves gone crimson  
upon the ground 
will fall  
so shall 
the veil before their eyes,  
in its own time, 
dissolve.

It takes 
but one ray  
to bring a bit of  day  
to the night 
so do not permit  
the heat of  it  
from where you now sit  
to keep locked 
with key inside  
bound up bow tight  
the sail beacon
left right. 

You.



Seeds (women sow)
TAK Erzinger

Seeds scattered from afar 
 
have come to life
nodding in the wind

divided by colours but
not in their spirit 
to thrive.

Heat
a reminder 
of  seasons past

and decaying
blooms long faded
not forgotten.

Summer 
the strong whiff  of  earth
treaded on by ripened girls 

is not kind to all
it scorches those 
without shelter

and as it exits 
the roll of  thunder
loud and impending arises

a cacophony of  voices 
from every corner
of  the landscape.

I observe 
from the hilltop
as dozens 

of  wildflowers
shake their heads 
in fury and defiance

taking up the battle
of  storms that rage
time and time again.



The Hand that Stops Time
Katrenia G. Busch

Time was measured 
Each moment in—balance 
Fate then answered 
What exists in the futures absence? 

Time then replied to fate 
An appointed time that comes to be 
Clockwise the hands are said to rotate 
But— then began to smirk at me 

Only then did I hesitate 
Reluctantly waiting for a reply 
I— myself, fate can’t be late 
Lest time I—myself  can’t defy? 

Time I urged as I said to go on— 
Time just sat in the midst of  balance 
Nudging I did— with strong presence! 
Time then said— who has providence? 

For you can’t exist without me
For fate must obey the laws of  time 
Lest— I speak so cleverly
That you understand uncouth rhyme?



All Along
For David

Linda Trott Dickman

There was no wardrobe, porthole
To a kingdom. There was a closet
In the corner, a single bed where, 
If  I bounced up and down on it
I could see the telephone pole 
monsters lumbering up the hill.

There was no white witch, but, one
Of  dark robes, who lived under 
The twin bed.
Ready to eat my legs if  I left 
One dangling over the side.

There was no Mr. Tumnus,
But a daddy who made the long
Trip up the steep stairs
To read to me of  Goops and Brownies
And foxes who went out on chilly nights.
Who said prayers with me many nights.

There was no forever winter
But a mother who made so many 
Springs full of  song, taught
Me how to line cupcake pans
turn the egg timer over so many times
Smell the heavenly cakey aroma
let me frost them when they were cool.
Said prayers with me on so many nights.

There were two lost brothers,
One found one, who had a room closer
to Daddy and Mommy, learned to make
Beautiful music, and always remembered
Something for me when he was out with Daddy.

There were many partings, some reunitings
So many prayers. And there, on page two of  my baby book,
Was a little face, held in such loving arms.
Surprised by joy one day long after we were wed,
That he was part of  the plan all along.



Red Velvet
Ramesh Dohan

He is the
taste of  smoke
Silhouette, a body always
Pulling away
His shirt collar
Clenched in my fist
His kiss feels
Like a bruise
On my lips
Bloated with want
I have rarely felt 
such a permanent failure
Intact and sweet smelling
The metaphor of  a heart



WE SEE TOMORROW 
Peniel Gifted

We see tomorrow, in
Regal raiment  of
Shining blobs and chroma.

We see tomorrow as a
Sparkling smile filling each 
Dogleg of  the planet we lodge.

We see tomorrow with 
Healing hooks girding us up
With its tingling tinges of  Iris.

We see tomorrow, not in
Seedy blooms of  throe and
Dole encamping us terribly today.



Scotch with a sobering
Emalisa Rose

“Can’t believe it’s a year already.”

Summer rewinds, at the Tiki Bar. Joe
pours me some scotch, hold the soda. 

With his turntable eyes, I drown in
those cornflowers blues, till he pulls
be back out again, with a “how was
your Winter, my friend.”

I notice his hairline’s diminished and
red marks surrounding his veins, as if
something was pinching him.

“Chemo,” he says, as he watches my
sobering.

With a punch to the gut, the news, at
my throat.

Retrospectively, it seems like a year,
after all.



Conquest 
Jeanette Hardage

Proud hill—
Fog fingers fill up valleys,
Willful wanderers
Seeking hollows,
Capricious caresses
Penning damp messages.
Helpless hill—
Fickle fog fingers
Point, stretch upward,
Enveloping, choking,
Stifling.
Succumb, hill.



Unnatural Pairing
Allan Lake

Set of  keys on a ring 
and tortoise shell sunglasses 
on a bench on a sunny day 
beside footpath beside canal. 
Not a human in sight unless I check 
my own reflection. No bulging wallet. 
So do not visualize one in black leather.
Water 10 cm deep so no drowning and 
nobody squatting behind nearby bushes. 
I investigated, waited. No body, vertical 
or horizontal. Sunglasses coupled 
with set of  keys reflecting sun. 

In wilderness I once dropped a set of  keys. 
Found and taken to car dealership a year later, 
rusted. I still had the car, rejoiced but killed
no fat calf  to mark occasion. No connection 
whatsoever but I make one because
there’s a need to make sense of  keys 
and sunglasses clearly abandoned.
Unsettled, on I walked, 
spectacle never unlocked.



IN AMERICA
John Grey

Every horizon
boasts a pumpkin show,
a sled dog race,
a topiary in the shape of  
a Chinese junk,
and is either clear and blue
from Plymouth reenactments
to sauerkraut festivals
or stormy 
as clouds move in 
over a popcorn festival,
thunder rumbles
opera in the hills,
lightning strikes
the world’s largest buffalo,
and it rains down on
the Chittlin’ Strut.
Even deep in a hole
dug by a prehistoric mole
no hanging tree
escapes the eye.



Neighborhood
Kushal Poddar

The image of  you being warned
and shot by two cops sinks and
drowns in my brain; sometimes
its ghost baby eyes open,
question me - “When shall I grow up?”

Never in this neighborhood, I windowshop
real estates, and none is anymore real than those holes
in your chest as if  you illustrate what hiraeth means.
You metamorphose into the word of  the day.

Words power our society, and yet I work on
the kin in silence. No. No. No. I hallucinate you,
and a place where safe hangs
from the skeleton of  a billboard, and the hole
where a Welcome scripture should fit
looks like an entry wound.



An Incomplete Anthology of  New Kigo for Wintering (in Anhui)
煦 (Susie Zhu)

Green House:

the enceinte
when they crawl over the fields

fields of  fleshy pith of  winter endlessly pronounced
its color losing                                                into aquamarines clear as non-existent ice
in endlessly longer rinse of  sunshine
to nourish the season
a seasoning confusion more convincing than reality and a cobalt more impressionistic than any other batch
of  luminosity.
and when they melt—

 Hesitation
 of  a fata morgana

No snow is more snowy than the hatch of  greenhouses in the south.

______________________________________________________________________________________

Baked Sweet Potatoes:

In the naughty miming of  fog,
there is golden sap seeping out of  a preheating siesta.
there is a moving castle of  glassy coal
and its sweetest hawkings in every child’s semi-winter-lucid dream.



Dawn Redwood:

One fleeting glimpse of  the mystery

when feathery pinnacles emerge from the nudity of  the still town
so brief  it is impossible to tell whether it has grown
 into or out of  winter’s
abode

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Nanohana, or Youcai fields:

Before the drowsy bluebirds’ announce
someone has stolen all the tennis balls from courts in the town

Could a thief  be so brazen to sit peeling his haul
here in the middle
 of  the beginning
 of  where he’d inlaid the giant carpet of  spring when finally he uses them all up?

Could we have been so bovine to not realize it is not green but yellow the spring when it plunges in with a
soft, loud splash? Spring reigning in juvenility.

______________________________________________________________________________________



Cliffsides
Brendan McEntee

Cliffsides

I.
I was unfair in my expectation. My father walked ahead of  me
on the narrow ridge, a footpath carved on the sea cliff.
We’d been here years before, a family intact, and I’d walked
this path, trailed a brother full of  thought and prophecy, 
who speculated to my sister and me on histories we knew 
nothing about, trying to capture both meaning and moment.
I don’t remember a thing he said to us. How could my father know,
his back facing me as we inched our way through headwinds past the safe 
spaces, that I was reenacting that trip and the damage that followed,
turning grief  over like the waves rolling below? When we paused
and he was about to speak and saw the tears of  his youngest son,
pulled off  and into the wind, his own face broke. We stood 
in silence, our hands in our pockets, weeping alone in our losses.

II.
We were foolish and giddy in our expectation. I knew nothing of  kites,
but you’d wanted one, so we’d bought one from a craft fair.
A few weeks later, we drove up the mountain into the wind,
our unsuitable car creaking resentfully. Halfway, the fire road
cut to a clearing which led to a drop. We parked, you put your hair up,
wiped away a wind-stung tear and laughed. It was hard for me to hold
onto the starfish and spinner, but I got it airborne and handed you the controls.
You chuckled at the pull and let it take you, running through the grass until
I caught you in a soft cross-tackle. You’d come too close to the cliff ’s edge.
Were you only watching the sky? The kite crashed and you scowled beneath me.
Days later, you glued squares of  the kite’s fabric onto the panes 
of  the French doors where it glowed greenly in our southern light.



Stick Silhouettes
Beverly Rose Joyce

Dreams live. In the crook arm tree limb shadows spread on the lawn.
Thick at pit and stretched pull taffy slim at long tip. 
Like jam on bread, which does not quite knife make it from crust to crust.
But instead finds itself  short. Halfway across.
A a mere sticky remembrance once the wooden handle finishes its lofty slice travel.
The oak’s claws steal the plot. 
As ink well spilled soaks, bit by slow bit. 
Until they slip into the landscape.             And are gone. 

Here is where dreams hide. 
In the darkest hour of  the darkest day. 
In the row cut blades that fade into the sky and snuff  out bark’s ground outline. 
The yo-yo with no string in the clouds drops.
Like a coin let go in a pity-fueled spiral wishing well.
Wide and in no hurry at exposition.
Blurry fast at resolution. 
The delicate spot that edge stitches the difference between up and down.
It falls out of  sight and births doubt about whether they were ever there.        At all.

How easy it would be to needle the scene. 
To paperweight split stitch hold in place the way of  the thing. 
The lusty string could calm fill the ever-open eye. 
Like palms pressed in kneed plea.
Well-clasped ripper shaft aches. To penetrate. The seam.          Each day.
Dreams are challah braided.
Scalp tight, bobble tied inside the center whorl of  the grief  broken knothole.
It curls its loss round and round upon itself. Like a licorice wheel. Not red.
Black. As the stick silhouettes it resents.
Despite blanket of  night, they still litter the yard. And are impossibly hard.         To trace.
   
Oh, to stay put in the nothing.
Like a figure in a globe last shaken long ago.
Is overwhelmingly tempting.              Sometimes. 

No. Take hold. 
Any native Ohioan knows.
Somewhere in the middle of  the first month of  the year.
The sun always does shine.              Again.



Evidence
TAK Erzinger

Grass sways gently
in the currents, lithe
and golden. In autumn
you slipped away:
indentions left on flesh, 
phantom pains, in place of  hugs, 
maybe we expected this to happen.
The anger, your restlessness
turning up. It’s uncertain 
how we’ll grow, difficult to imagine
the people we’ll become. Now that
we’ve been uprooted, what will be
the best environment? Above the surface,
tender shoots capture precipitation,
suggesting sustainability, evidence
that we have the ability, 
to absorb more than we imagined.



Naturist
Ramesh Dohan

During a season
of  black sycamores
Bare feet crackling earth
As his zipper clasps
In its shadows
I relearn my steps
I am left to pick
Pines leaves from
My shirt
The air grabs
My lapel
We don’t hold hands
or speak to each other
and disclaim today
as an expedition.



Meant to be broken
Emalisa Rose

Six weeks into Spring, the picture
near full, though there’s miles
between crocus and sunflower.

Two on a tourniquet; the branch 
remains barren, months after Winter
no longer plagued with delusions to
bloom again.

while passerines perch, with terse
intonation, in this life of  asymmetry. 

And somebody’s broken their promise,
today.



Sister’s Mind
Jeanette Hardage

Sister’s mind’s gone wandering—
It’s hard to bring her back
where other people
live and laugh and love.
Her mind’s eye sees a mystery.
The spark that shone before
comes through no more
to her or you or me.
Sister’s mind’s gone wandering—
It’s on another track.
A secret pleasure
brings a fleeting smile.
Her mind’s eye sees a mystery.
She never shows for sure
that today’s joys
are seen and understood.
Sister’s mind’s gone wandering.



There May Always Be the Trees
Brendan McEntee

Night came in early— November and a first
dusting. A cold stone wall, our dog, woods
beyond the field all becoming a mystery

at dusk. The fear of  unnecessary injury
and the winding down of  the clock
preoccupied me, though we didn’t need

to be anywhere. I knew you were cold
but left you to your contentment, staring
into the space where the sun had fallen.

Our dog drifted into the shadows.
We could hear her light crashing 
across the long grass of  the fallow.

When headlights caught us, there
and gone, we walked back to the cabin
crunching across the gravel road.

I warmed the bisque, and you went out
to the darkness of  the deck, overlooking
another forest patch, allowing us to imagine

ourselves in an idyll. I brought you 
a sherry and put my arm around your
shoulders. “There will always

be trees, won’t there?” you asked. “There
may be,” I said. Inside, our dog whined.
We returned to candlelight and fire.



Inevitably, the real ‘me’ leaks out
Emalisa Rose

I took out the stars, the superfluous
similes, the peekaboo circus that winks
in the sky, the cloud crafted carnival

and that exchange, rearrange, stanza six,
line eleven, truly a hatchet job, and O
all those secular synonyms, hailing
the rain from drizzle to downpour.

I tightened and tossed a bunch, discarded
the cream from the milk; it wasn’t my real
or authentic, just a sugar coat version of

what I’d presented; one more refined, yet 
the real me leaks out, irregardless.



Castoff
Beverly Rose Joyce

Here.

The round red juice
that ripe droops
on splintered fingertips
which 
ever reach for the clouds
stares down,
for ground is solid underfoot
if  you but look
where you put your print.

Because.

To allow its gaze to graze
around
means it may 
never come back down
to where it is safe.

Up.

Those just out of  reach
for pluck leap 
and fall
to the plush 
sheet that will shroud
us all some day.

Low.
 
Grass 
soft holds
the long shadows cast
of  what we think we are.

Over.

Rays mock 
like the bird
the noise
of  all we have yet to know.

Now.

The tree green
at autumn’s beginning
blinks away where it is
she has been and thinks
this is all she will ever be.

Yet.

The core fruit crisp 
is quick let,
not slit,
from its cord



to tuck lie like a stone 
most covered in the blades
that breathe her shade
and she sharp recalls
how it all goes.

Spot.

In it,
her castoff
browns and stinks
and seeps its sweet 
inside out,
all the while nestled
at its mother’s feet.

There.

Its star beads,
black,
free of  flesh,
bury deep and wait
under a layer of  dirt 
wind scattered,
like ashes on a lake, 
and tight packed
as sand in a pail at the shore,
by tears that steady drop 
from leaves
each day pleased
to see another.

Under.

The cold comes fast 
to crack
the small dark shells
and leaves life naked,
blanketed in the mud 
gone hard.

Still.

Just as we wait
for the best yet to come,
in hope we do not, 
in truth, waste today 
with the want of  it,
so do these pit promises 
sleep down now
to know a tomorrow
when they may grow
to face the floor.



The First Tide 
煦 (Susie Zhu)



1  

The first tide took place when the moon  
finally turned away from the earth, toss-
ing  her silvery mane over its (sur)face and,  
thereupon, everything parted. 



2

The sun broke the promise. But it was 
night.



3

Jolted awake one night in the middle of   
horror she witnessed herself  holding herself   
in her own encircling arms. Her hands, 
no  longer an ignorant pair of  hands but a 
womb,  a bloody arena. Always in the process 
of  a  game, always a game which she alone  
survives—every ending the same—she , 
the  ending, lives to experience death. More  
death. Cuddling up to her in her bed, giving  
her the utmost mortal warmth. It is fast, it is  
rampaging. Wrinkles sprout from the redden  
sheets as if  from her other skin, redden eyes,  
widen, cold hands still holding onto, the  
people—they are gone. Only through her  
vacuity are they watching. With that silent  
glare peculiar to the soil. Something to be  
surmounted. Something inevitably lost to be  
retrieved. Someone, in the dark, a dagger, but  
someone is stainless. Someone put a hand  
softly onto herself  the shivering girl—now  
finally she opened her eyes, daring this sight  
no more, in a strident fear of  discovering her  
own face, redden, again with tears—tears  
from her own eyes and exactly because so,  
cruelly denies affinity to her. Every fleshy  
drop would flee her for the real sea before  
they clot into a nightmarish scorch.  
She crawled back into herself, replaced the  
sheets with some new curtains and stared 
out  into the bleak background of  night. One  
more night to kill.



4

A stretched sunset, two pearly vases.
  
Shadows, as soon as recognized, began  
peeling away like the absence of  cicada shells  
in a typical early autumn morning. Trees 
of   trees of  cicada shells disremembered in 
the  last summer night. Burnt-down trees 
of   memory. Growing thinner, hoarser, dark.  
Leaving nothing but traces, running like split  
streams,  

running down the east, running all the way  
back up the west. Dusking. 



5

The lines were written on the experience 
of   exchanging an apple for a secrete 
organ in  charge of  assimilating the 
ultimate mystery  of  human emotion. An 
independent organ,  originally grown on 
a tree and would not be  available until it 
matures. The language here  is horribly 
insipid, so when I put on my  warm 
autumn robe of  a critic, I pronounced  
it to be expelled from this book of  fine 
poetry.  Later when I could no longer 
recall the  words, I realized that it is the 
most poetic of  a  poem. An authentic 
poem rots fast like an  apple in daylight 
and by the time I returned  for it, the 
page was as plain and reserved as a  dim 
posthumous light. But there was more:  
more bedazzling and more opaque. 



6

I am confronting you. I see every 
tenderness  written on your face a 
misnomer. My eyes are  flooded red. 
I’ll stare unflinchingly until they  burnt 
out in your appropriated glow and  until 
then I shall regain my sight. I won’t  
compromise until the sun intervenes, 
until  you hide away shamefully in the 
disguise of   your fatigue—that pale 
countenance of  a  shameful coward. I 
want the answer for my  loss. A loss with 
too much proximity to death,  too much 
gravity that it’s again, and again  relived. 
 
I was born with your arrow in me. 
The most  profoundly liberating that 
empowers me,  now, at this very moment 
of  momentary rage  and infinite love 
to shoot it back at you. With  all my 
strength: Would you answer? If  we  now 
are perforated on the two ends of  that  
one shaft, would you finally hear me and  
answer? Will you answer?



7

For the first time I saw her speechless caress  
as a wide-open mouth. For the first time 
her  rounded lips pronounced: my name, an  
aching, empty vow, burnished into the sky. 
 
When for the first time she replied, returning  
my interrogating sight, she, we, I inevitably  
split, into two devastated wholes, or two  
senseless halves.



8

The pain is not rhetorical, it is an utterly  
physical one. Red but colorless.



9

In many of  her dreams the moon was  
shattered, hitting heavily on her bedroom  
floor like crocodile tears. Scaly and 
lustrous.  Perhaps when she touched 
them, they  became reflective, all of  a 
sudden. Countless  eyes were lit. And 
there came the midnight with its long wet 
tail. 



10

No trespassing.  

The only thing she could steal out of  this  
dream is regret. Another tiny parcel of  light  
exhausting itself  helplessly in yet another  
bright new day. Many stars on her wall.  
Emaciated stars do not elucidate, they moss  
over wherever they landed and transfer pages  
into lush voids and disappointment only. 
She had been searching for ways to write in  
dreams, but all the letters are only telling in  
their intrinsic remoteness. Envelope negating  
body: She knew but could not see the sad  
eyes from afar.



11

I’ll carefully preserve every star a gift from  
you.  

I promised.



Seven Deadly Poems
Antonio Vallone

1. Envy

All other poems
sing much better
than I do. Don’t they?

2. Pride

But don’t I look more 
lovely reclining 
naked on the pure white sheet?

3. Wrath

If  I could, I’d rip up
all the other poems
into confetti
 for a parade
 
4. Greed

I’d hold for myself
for winning
every award:
Pushcart, 
Pulitzer,
Nobel.



5. Gluttony

Cannibal
I aspire to be,
I’d gobble them all up
in a single mouthful
better than any literary whale.

6. Lust

     I’d like to woo them all
         first, starting
     with the delicate
                   sestinas, villanelles, and haiku

7. Sloth
  
      Exhausted
      from all this sinning,
      
 I’m going to lie
      down for a thousand years
      
 in the snowy field
      of  my page

 and let the critics of  the future





short form.



Strings
Benedetto Varotta

The tinny sound of  plucked guitar strings came from the front porch of  the farmhouse. The porch that 
wrapped around the house with the banister and wicker chairs and scratchy pillows with floral patterns that 
never came clean. She was outside plucking those strings and humming along, so sweet her whispering coo 
like baked honey. The sun burned softly on its way down, a cherry blistering in the distance across the field 
between the hills. When the wind blew it was brittle and the wheat swayed like bristles and the screen door 
banged and never shut tight. I listened from the kitchen, and through the window this moment was just a 
painting captured in a frame.
 She didn’t own a guitar. At least, I didn’t think she did.
 I grabbed the wool blanket that was slung over the sofa and sat outside with her. She was still 
plucking and humming and she smiled when the door squeaked open. I held the blanket out, itchier than 
the seat cushions, and draped it over her lap—over her bare legs that leaned across the railing. The bottoms 
of  her feet were the color of  ash. When she stretched, her toes creased opened revealing soft pink skin, 
untouched by earth. Her fingers, lightly plucking the strings, had dirt under the nails. Dark streaks around the 
beds. Her knuckles were bruised and some were split open. A pit sat in my stomach heavy like a stone.
 “I didn’t know you played,” I said.
 “A little,” she said. “My dad used to.”
 I never met her parents. She seldom mentioned them to me. Told me she didn’t speak to them 
anymore. This was rare for her, this mentioning of  her father. I thought about pushing, but I wanted to push 
something else.
 It was lonely here. Despite living on a farm we had no animals. The barn was empty, just a shell of  
a place with chipped red paint and weathered wood planks. It was dusty and splattered with cobwebs. The 
corpses of  small rodents lay in the corners, their bones protruding from mounds of  dirt. God knows what 
else lay beside them. 
 She told me this was her uncle’s property and that he left it to her after he passed. She said he used to 
make wine in the barn. He never owned any animals, either, just hunted them. Trapped rabbits and deer and 
skinned them and drained their blood in the barn, too. 
 There is something cruel about that to me. 
 We’d only been living here for six months, alone, without contact to anyone. I never met her uncle. I 
never asked any questions. I never pried. She took care of  me. We took care of  each other. She was all I had 
and all I needed.
 Under her eyes were puffy and dark like something mauve, while the whites of  her eyes were stringy 
and red with thin lines.
 “How’d you sleep last night?” I asked. She plinked the strings and scrunched her nose at the flat 
notes, replaying until she got them right, before she answered me.
 “Good,” she said. 
 “I heard you get up.” 
 “It was warm,” she said. Sliding her dirty fingers across the neck of  the guitar creating a sound that 
squeaked and scratched. It was chestnut brown and shiny as if  it were glazed with wet sugar. It sounded in 
good condition but I don’t know a thing about music. I just like to listen to the sounds. “I went to get some 
air,” she said. Strumming. Plucking. Humming.
 “You went outside?”



 “Yes,” she said. I looked at her hands. How they curled as if  she were weaving threads and lies.
 There’s an old myth about this red string of  fate. Two people tied together, their souls intertwined. 
Unbreakable. When we met I thought that maybe this was something like that. Something greater brought 
us here, together, and led us to this moment. If  you pull on a thread long enough it’ll eventually unravel. I 
wonder what would be revealed if  we unspooled this red thread of  ours.
 I knew she left during the night. I heard the car murmuring. Saw the bright yellow beam of  the 
headlights. Everything out here is amplified because there’s nothing around to absorb any of  it. Not a 
buffer for an echo or a scream or a single strip of  light from the moon. Nothing out here in this open, 
lonely space. 
 “Where did you get the guitar?” I asked.
 “Found it,” she said.
 “Is that where you went?” I asked. She hummed still and it warmed my chest. She did that often: 
avoided questions, diverted answers. She sounded calm without shake in her voice but I knew she was 
hiding something.
 “Where did you go, Anne?” I asked.  She didn’t stop playing although she slowed down. The sun 
left a soft glow on the horizon. Her face and all its freckles glistened. The gap in her teeth peered out from 
her pursed lips when she sang. I listened until she finished. 
 She leaned the guitar against the banister and leaned her elbows onto her knees and sat forward. 
She looked down but not at the floor, almost through the railing, just staring for a few seconds. Then, to 
the sun as it shrunk in front of  us. Her fingers continued to move, weaving, pulling me closer.
 “Do you want the truth?” she asked. 
 “Yes,” I said.
 “An old friend needed help with something,” she said. Her answer, though vague, was truthful, I 
suspected. That’s how she moved around these kinds of  things. She looked up at me. Her gaze was dark 
like mud. I looked past her, to the wheat, brushing up against each other in the breeze. To the car parked 
too close to the barn.
 Whatever she did that night she wouldn’t tell me the specifics. I’m glad she went to help out her 
friend because I would have done the same for Anne, and I’m sure she would do the same for me. We 
make sacrifices for the people we love. Do things we would never do for ourselves. I think there is beauty 
in that. And in the sun behind the hills. In the sounds of  guitar strings. 
 “We may have company soon,” she said, standing up and wrapping the blanket around her waist. I 
prepared myself  for that possibility and whatever would follow it. “I’m going to need your help,” she said. 
And I prepared myself  for that, too. For I would do anything for her, you see.
 When she went inside the screen door slammed but not on purpose. I felt a tugging inside me. I 
stared at the guitar, silent now. Through the window I could see Anne in the kitchen boiling water for tea, 
the kettle trembling in her hands.



CAT’S CRADLE
Jean Ende

 I don’t know how my grandmother Leah learned to play Cat’s Cradle. Maybe children used to play it in 
Europe and she taught it to me. Maybe I taught it to her. Anyway, we played it when I was little, when she lived 
with my family and we shared a room. We knew the game well enough that we could talk while we played. 
 My grandmother was never a sweet old lady. She was stubborn and proud, a fighter. She’d fought for 
everything she had—survived the war in Europe, the Depression in the US, a husband without enough ambi-
tion to give her the life she wanted. “It’s not important if  people like you,” she’d tell me. “It’s important they 
don’t cheat you.” 
She’s almost 90 now and senility has tempered her, she smiles more than she used to, a vacant-eyed grin. She 
lives in a nursing home, I have my own apartment, we’re still playing cat’s cradle, it’s one of  the few things she 
remembers how to do. She can’t feed herself, she opens her mouth like a baby bird when she sees food and 
waits for someone to drop it into her mouth. She can’t dress herself, or go to the bathroom alone. She wears 
diapers under the shapeless shifts the nurses keep her in when there are no visitors. At visiting time they put 
her in a fresh diaper so she doesn’t smell bad, and a clean dress. She stands like a rag doll as they push and pull 
her head and arms through the appropriate holes. 
Grandma spends a lot of  time being quiet, motionless, staring at the walls. But give her a piece of  string and 
she’ll immediately wind it around her hands and wait eagerly for someone to lift it off  in the proper manner so 
she can reclaim it. None of  the other people at the home are interested in playing Cat’s Cradle with my grand-
mother. The nurses say it’s hard for someone with arthritis to play. But my grandmother has arthritis, her knees 
creak and she can’t go more than a few steps without a walker, yet the disease doesn’t seem to affect her hands.
 The nurses say they don’t know how to play this game. I offered to teach it to one or two of  the more amiable 
staff  members, but they’re too busy to learn.
I’m busy too, I have a job as head of  marketing, my husband Isaac, friends and interests. Still, I try to visit every 
week or so. My mother comes on days when I’m not there. We coordinate our visits so grandma doesn’t have 
too many days when she’s alone. We know she hasn’t been able to make friends among the other residents.
When I come, I bring new strings, cut to the proper size, tied into a loop. I know exactly how long the string 
should be, I know not to bring anything too thin or too thick.  Sometimes I bring something special like 
multi-colored wool or textured twine studded with tiny sparkles that fall into her lap, making her smile as she 
pulls it through her hands. I try to find cord that elicits memories.
“You got this from the Snowflake?” she said to me today after about 15 minutes of  transferring the plain white 
twine back and forth. It’s the kind of  string that was used to tie up bakery boxes when I was young. I remember 
it being pulled off  a large, coneshaped spool. 
“Yes,” I reply. “I went there to get you some cookies, the chocolate covered rainbow cookies you like. Essie, the 
owner, said to say hello.”
 I’m sure Essie is long gone, or in a nursing home herself. Snowflake Bakery closed many years ago. The cook-
ies I have with me today come from a box sold in the supermarket. I don’t feel bad about lying to my grand-
mother. These memories are happy ones, they make her smile. In my book that beats telling the truth any day. 
I drop the string from my wrist, temporarily halting the game, and reach into my purse to break off  a piece 
from one of  the cookies stashed there. My grandma grins at the sight and I put a small piece into her open 
mouth. She doesn’t chew anymore, she just sucks on the cookie until it disappears. Some saliva dribbles out of  
her mouth and I wipe it away. 
I can’t be too blatant about feeding her these cookies, I have to make sure the nurses can claim they don’t 
see what I’m doing. I’ve been told these cookies have too much sugar, that they’re harmful for diabetics and 
Grandma is a diabetic. But she’s also a senile, arthritic, 90 year old. If  rainbow colored cookies make her happy, 
why not? I believe in quality of  life, not quantity, but it’s an argument I don’t want to have with her caretakers.
I also brought a box of  special, tasteless cookies for diabetics, the ones the nurses say Grandma’s allowed to 
eat. I left the box at the nurses’ station to be distributed. If  the other people in the home want those cookies 
they’re welcome to them. 



Grandma finishes the cookie and I start to wrap the string through my fingers. I notice she’s staring at me, 
looking puzzled. “Who’s taking care of  Sarah?” she asks. 
Sarah is my name. I’ve been told, countless times, that I look very much like my mother when she was my age. 
I know my grandmother’s mind has slipped back a generation, she thinks I’m my mother, that there’s a young 
child named Sarah somewhere in the picture. 
 “Sarah’s home, her grandmother is taking care of  her,” I say, curious to see how she’ll react. If  I’m my mother, 
is she that younger woman who babysits for her granddaughter? Then who is this old lady sitting in a nursing 
home, wearing diapers and drooling on herself ? 
Grandma just stares at me, uninterested in my genealogical riddle. Her eyes shift to my purse, resting on the 
floor. I know she wants another cookie but I decide not to give it to her. I move my purse out of  her reach. 
Grandma takes a deep breath. She squints at me and scrunches up her face. I know that means she’s mad. She 
bangs her fists on the arms of  her chair. “WHO IS TAKING CARE OF SARAH?” she says loudly. She bangs 
her fists on the chair.
“Sarah is with her grandmother,” I say. “My mother is taking care of  her.” I absently wind the bakery twine 
around my fingers, but not in the cat’s cradle pattern.
I think about saying, Sarah has been a brat and I’m going to go home and spank her. But that might be too 
much. My grandmother never tolerated anyone hurting me when I was a child. Her fists are still clenched. Who 
knows how strong an angry, demented old lady can be.  Grandma stretches her neck out towards me. It’s the 
type of  gesture turkeys make. She looks like a turkey, long wattles hang from both sides of  her chin. Crepe 
paper skin surrounds her eyes, her nose is wide and long, there are spikey grey whiskers growing on her chin. 
She opens her mouth, her toothless mouth, and smiles a wide, grotesque smile. She had a set of  false teeth 
when she entered the nursing home, I don’t know where they are now. She starts to drool. And drool. And 
drool. I wonder where all of  the saliva is coming from. I wonder how long she can keep this up, how long it’ll 
take before one of  the nurses intervene. She shows no sign of  stopping.
“Okay,” I say. “You win.”
I reach into my bag, get a few tissues and a large piece of  red, green and yellow chocolate covered cookie. I 
wipe her face and put the cookie in her mouth.  Grandma smiles. One of  the nurses’ aides walks by, smiles at 
me and my grandma and conspicuously turns away.
“Tell Essie I said hello,” says Grandma calmly. “She’s a nice person. They have good things at Snowflake. Al-
ways fresh.”
 She takes the string out of  my hand, winds it expertly through her fingers and holds her hands out to me. I 
take the string back from her, making a new pattern. Every 10 or 15 minutes one of  us slips and the string goes 
slack. I hand her another piece of  cookie and we start again. 
I stare at my grandma as we play. Not for the first time, I notice that she has the same grey eyes as my moth-
er, the same as I do, that the three of  us have the same shape face and the same ears, a little too small for our 
heads. My mother and I have admitted to each other that we’re afraid of  turning into her. 
My mom calls me and the first thing she says is, “I finished the crossword puzzle today, I’m not senile yet.” 
Then we both laugh. I don’t tell her that the crossword puzzle at the beginning of  the week isn’t much of  a 
challenge. I worry that one day I’ll be visiting her. I worry about who will visit me and wonder if  it’s too early 
to start hoarding pills.
I stay for about an hour and grandma finishes the cookies. “I have to go now,” I say. I lean over to kiss her 
forehead. Grandma puts her arms around me and holds me tight. 
 “Tell Sarah I love her,” she says. 
 “I know,” I whisper into my grandma’s soft white hair. “Sarah loves you too.” 
   ### [ Choreography ]



Choreography
煦 (Susie Zhu)

You couldn’t be over 70, could you? I think you should eat more.

—You suppose she meant 70斤 (jin, half  a kilogram,) or was it 70 apples? You are eating
more than 1 apple a day already and still unable to keep the doctors away. In fact, there
comes also the dentist, nutritionist, manual therapist...all hungry for you or a furtive other
they insist to have seen under your smooth reddening leotarded skin.

You know you are surely more. Yet she who has her hands on your spine and she who has
her eyes on your most profoundly choking slit could not be making the same mistake twice.
So it must be you. On your body falls night.

Could it be an essential piece of  bone stolen? Someone removed it from your chest in a
dream, at your rusty door, offering a fix. It took seasons and when you finally realized it
wasn’t the panacean key she’s holding but a plundered twig, it is all too late. She’s gone.
And you, with the duration of  speechless opening, like a winter-val in your front, hollowed,
widening.

The first time she knocked, she said
You, a naive apricot of  spring, are the most talkative artist I’ve ever seen

—But were you not born to be miserable? Like an apple whose pearly black eyes stare
lifelong into its pit could hardly even imagine to admire the strawberries. How do you
envision anything without light/sight? For apples, the sadder the better, they say, in the market.
They say, authentic juice makes it crisp, a little salt induces more sweetness, and less sultry.

Could it be the vital fluid evaporated rolling into one of  those heavy clouds sliding out of
your still glance at the window screen? Night and day poised in its front in a fragile
solitariness surpasses even the rocks, perhaps the ice. In witnessing tears running off
betraying you your systems to become more timely rains far elsewhere, washing down
someone else’s sad tundra:

Let there be—summer pools in the middle of  highways. Summer without that delusive
tempest, its goddess, her voyager. She said, I am fed up with learning the sacred language and
rolled up one last cigarette with a poem wetted by the mist. All banal and baroque now.
Even shadows on the marble are luminous. But to the dentist, every dark is a decay that
must be removed and every doubling an inexcusable blasphemy. So she probed into your
skin.

No. Nobody would do that. It’s ridiculous. If  anyone has ever attempted to pre-live every (gram) of
their words, it could only be you. Yes you. You who could not tell your fissures and your skin,
yourself  and your role, your script and your thief. Your door isn’t unlocked. In fact, in the
first place you do not have one.

To comprehend your weight-loss you agree to let her bite into you. You bleed and swell and
believe most faithfully you shall gain gravity surrendering your body to the earthly. The sea
remains silkily dark and unstirred. You did not realize that you are no more than your own
relics ever since you have offered all the vision to your voracious voyeur.



The Note
Angela Zimmerling

Get that snail looking car off  the road you filthy Hun.  
Those words are written with black ink on a scrap of  paper that is half-torn and cut.  The paper is the colour 
of  cream and faintly lined in blue.  It is twice folded and pinned beneath the wind shield wiper of  a Volkswagen 
Beetle. 
The 1971 bug is deep green and polished to a sparkle.  It is parked in the shadows of  concrete and glass towers.  
The towers reflect themselves in the car’s windows.  They catch the late afternoon sun and hold its light.  They 
are golden eyed giants.
Get that snail looking car off  the road you filthy Hun.  
The message is written in a schooled and elegant cursive.  The letters even and flowing.  The author of  the 
sentiment is tall and narrow.  A man in a grey woollen suit. 
The suit is tailored and fashionable.  When the man wears his grey woollen suit he fancies himself  famous.
On his head sits a matching Fedora. 
His lips are thin beneath a peppered moustache.  They twitch  upwards then down as he composes his note.  He 
folds the paper once, then twice.  A razor crease.  
The man pauses to watch the people who tangle and flow in colour and sound along the side-walk.  Not far to 
the west the road bends and traces itself  along the ocean’s shore.  
The air tastes of  salt and kelp. 
The man lifts a wind shield wiper blade and positions the paper.  He lets the blade snap back against the glass.  
The paper flutters in protest.  
He wonders if  his wife will serve roast chicken for supper.  Golden and crispy and stuffed with bread and parsley.  
He reminds himself  to buy an iced cake from the bakery.  A cake; A special treat for his daughters and wife?  
Coffee and cake after supper.  Perhaps they might play a game of  cards.  A family treat?
Foolish thoughts. 
His girls with their wild hair, bare feet, and vegetarian manifesto.  They  yammer about women’s liberation, equal 
rights and social revolution.  
He decides against the cake.  He’ll eat his supper behind the closed door of  the TV room. 
He turns from his note and the car.  Not far along the street he sees a young man.  A father in the middle, 
between two children.  Dark haired girls, who laugh as they walk.  They hold their father’s hands.
The man smiles to himself  and remembers that once he too held the infant soft hands of  his daughters.
The young man who is not far along the street winds his way through the side-walk crowd.  His brown business 
suit feels stiff  and like armour.  He thinks of  his blue jeans and the t-shirt draped in his closet at home.  
He can see his almost new beetle parked less than a block away.  
  His daughters have named the car ‘Jimminy’ because it is green.  He tells them crickets are not beetles 
and beetles are not crickets. But they are adamant about name they have bestowed on the car.   The girls inform 
him with certainty that; ‘Majority rules.’  His vote is irrelevant.
His daughters step carefully over cracks and lines as they walk with him. On either side; His girls.  He curls his 
fingers around their soft small hands and gives a tiny squeeze to each.  They return the squeeze.  They are safe 
here, his daughters. Daughters of  the new soil.  
He will take them for pie and ice-cream.  A slice of  blueberry pie and a cup of  coffee, he thinks.  His belly 
burbles in agreement.   
The girls will want strawberry and rhubarb pie. They will order root-beer to drink.  A glass of  root-beer and a 
straw.  They’ll use the straw to blow bubbles into their drink.  
He’ll tell them to stop blowing bubbles.  He will tell them such behaviour is rude. That is what fathers do he 
thinks.   
The young man remembers his own father paused on a street corner.  A corner on the old soil. Too long ago. 
The disappeared. 



The Alarm
Elana Gomel

 I set up my alarm to wake me up every two hours. I fall asleep quickly, so I still average the 
six hours of  sleep they say human beings need to survive. But when I go into an REM cycle, it is 
interrupted before the train pulls out of  the tunnel.
 I never had night terrors. I never cried in my sleep. I never begged my mother to stay 
with me because there was a monster under the bed. Kyle was the dreamer of  the family. Have I 
inherited his nightmares now that he is gone?
 Perhaps I should just try to go through with it, wait for the dream to end on its own. Since 
I have never actually boarded the train, how do I know that something bad is going to happen?  
 Maybe it will take me back to the time before the Zone. 
Maybe in a world eaten by a nightmare, my dream will let me escape into the normalcy of  the past.
 I wish I could believe it.
 The dream always begins the same way: I am driving on a narrow road in a small beat-up 
car. The road is bordered by trembling white trees, their trunks luminescent in the dark. The car is 
an unfamiliar model. And I am driving very badly. 
 Stop right here, I tell myself  when I go over the dream’s every detail, hoping that I can 
reason myself  out of  my horror. You are a good driver. You own a silver Subaru. You don’t drive 
an antique gearshift that rattles and whistles like an asthmatic grandfather. And there are no white-
trunked trees in Southern California.
 Unfortunately, do-it-yourself  therapy does not work. I would try a more conventional kind, 
but I am broke, and I need every overtime hour I can get in the In-and-Out burger. My mother 
would throw a fit if  she knew her college-educated daughter was serving oversized meals to 
oversized truckers. But Mama and I have not been in touch for ages. Since Kyle. Since the Zone.
 The dream continues with watery yellow lights appearing in the darkness. I don’t feel relief. 
In fact, my fear intensifies so much I find myself  shaking. But it is not just fear. It is indignation.
 I don’t belong here. This is not mine. Why is it happening to me? 
 I park in a dingy lot and climb onto a platform lit by a couple of  old-fashioned yellow 
lamps. There are people slouched on the benches along the platform, waiting for the train. Judging 
by their grey faces and glazed eyes, they have been waiting for a long time.
 I walk toward the mouth of  the tunnel and stare into the frigid darkness. And then I hear 
it: the chugging, clanking sound. A pair of  red eyes open in the dark. A puff  of  bitter smoke; the 
smell of  rust and ashes. The train is coming.
 And that is when the feeling of  rejection becomes so extreme that I wake up, panting and 
drenched in sweat. Or rather, this was the way it happened before I started setting the alarm. Now 
I manage to wake up while I am still in the car.



 But tonight, the alarm is so loud and insistent that I am yanked out of  the dream even 
before I figure out the car’s unfamiliar dashboard. It takes me a moment to realize that though my 
phone is vibrating by my side, it is not the alarm that’s going off. It is an incoming call. And when I 
see the number, I freeze.
 It won’t stop. After interminable shrilling, I pick up the phone.
 My mother’s tripping words are barely comprehensible. I have almost forgotten how heavy 
her accent is. Finally, I make it out.
 ‘They found Kirill,’ she says.
 It takes me a couple of  heartbeats to understand what she means and then I am angry –
blindingly, unreasonably angry.
 ‘My brother’s name is Kyle!’ I bellow.
 She pauses and I hear her raspy smoker’s breathing.
 ‘They found your brother,’ she says.
 ‘Alive?’
 She does not answer. 
 I push the End Call button.
 After Kyle decided to go into the Zone, Mama and I had a flaming row. I begged her to 
talk to him, make him reconsider. He had always been her favorite and after Papa’s death, they 
became even closer– a subtle family dynamics that left me outside, looking in. She could have 
changed his mind. But when I heard her evasive responses, I knew it.
‘ You want him to go there!’ I screamed. ‘Into that wasteland!’
 Her eyes flashed with anger.
 ‘I was born there. This is your heritage!’
 ‘There is nothing there anymore! Broken time, dead space. Like Chernobyl, only a thousand 
times worse.’
 She shook her head.
 ‘People say…’
 I didn’t want to hear it anymore. I stormed out, dropped out of  college, relocated to LA, 
leaving our Bay Area home behind. Not surprisingly, Kyle’s phone went dark the moment he 
illegally crossed the chicken-wire barrier that was supposed to keep the curious and the suicidal out 
of  the Zone. For some reason, whatever had transformed a sizeable chunk of  Western Ukraine 
and a bit of  Poland into a vortex of  spacetime distortion did not spread beyond its seemingly 
arbitrary boundary. You could stand on one side of  it and stare into the roiling cloud of  bite-sized 
fragments of  reality, a kaleidoscope of  screaming faces and collapsing buildings, and feel nothing. 



Once you stepped over, though, all bets were off. Some people came out of  the Zone with pounding 
headaches and no memory of  what they had seen. Some came out mute or with strange growths 
devouring their bodies. And some did not come out at all.
 I thought Kyle belonged to the last category. But if  they found his body…well, sometimes the 
Zone threw out strange things: World War 2 machine guns; mismatched shoes; flags of  nations that 
no longer existed. And bodies.
 Our mother had left Ukraine before the Zone winked into existence one November morning. 
But she was obsessed with her birth land, its tragic history, and its mournful songs. She tried to teach 
us Ukrainian despite Papa’s objections. I refused. Kyle learned.
 Of  course, I blame her. But sitting alone in my cluttered bedroom, I realize anger does not 
make it any easier. Kyle – or Kirill as she calls him – is gone. So is Ukraine. But the memory of  what 
I do not want to remember still haunts me. An immigrant syndrome – the harder you try to repudiate 
your origin, the more it clings to you like a burr that cannot be shaken off.  
 Eventually my tears-swollen eyes close and I find myself  nervously clutching the steering 
wheel of  a trashy Eastern European car. Only now I know its name: Zhiguli. A Soviet car 
discontinued before my mother was born.
 I navigate the broken road. And here is the station where refugees are waiting for the train that 
will take them to safety – or maybe haul them to the killing fields. Only now I see what I have not seen 
before: their clothes are of  different periods. Homespun tunics, embroidered shirts, business suits. 
Their luggage ranges from a basket with a live chicken in it to a computer bag.
 I pause, staring into the darkness of  the tunnel. And I know I can make a choice. If  I board 
the train, it’ll take me into the bloody history I don’t want to know. But if  I refuse the memory train…
what then? Will the dream let me go? Will I finally be free?
 I hear a shrill sound. It is my alarm, trying to wake me up. But it becomes the whistle of  the 
train as it is approaching, crawling out of  the dark hole of  the past.
 ‘No!’ I yell. ‘Leave me alone!’
 And instead of  being swallowed up in the rattle of  the train, my voice is magnified thousand-
fold, becoming a yell of  repudiation, a shout of  un-knowing; echoing up and down the tunnel of  
history, scrambling the past and the future; exploding time.
 And the Zone is born.  
   



The Day Vouchsafed Me 
 Jane Killingbeck  

No matter that the fields have been shorn for unromantic silage, not the hay of  former 
times, the cut grass lies in mounded rows across the meadows  behind my house, upon the
 newly scoured land pale gold in the evening sunlight and  I relish the smell of  new mown
 grass.

I take the dogs and climb slowly up the hill, for the first time in weeks, for the fields have
 been rank with  long grass, too tiring to wade through, far above the heads of  my two small
 dogs, and too difficult for my long-legged  collie to negotiate, wobbly  since his stroke. 
Watching the dogs bounding ahead, savouring this first day of   renewed freedom to roam 
these fields, on this first properly hot day ,  at the back end of  May,  I take photographs of  
the first yellow flag iris flowering, the first foxglove  in full bloom, responding to the long
 awaited sun heat, eager to record their beauty, although I know I  do this every year; for
 they appear reliably every year. 

A cock pheasant  rises from the hedge, disturbed by the dogs, in flustered clumsy flight; the
 crows pick over the remains of  small mammals; the grim harvest of  the reaping,  and I
 return  through the field entrance, the gates all left flung open, after the day’s work, and up
 the three flat stone steps which lead through a wicket to my front garden,  to my home, to 
see the bees busily  flying back and forth from under the eaves of  my  bedroom roof, where 
they have had a nest through many years ,  and I full of  gratitude for this day  vouchsafed
 me in the midst of  our perilous future. 



What I Already Knew
Mary McKeel

 Sometimes, when you are a child, you know what happened, even if  you weren’t there. Children pick 
up details, and sense old emotions before they know the facts. Devastation may enter the house of  adulthood, 
and children become victims of  the fallout. Eventually, they find the culprit. Unspoken memories are like 
poisonous snakes, hiding in the underbrush, and buried secrets tend to rise up like zombies from the grave.
 My first experience with open secrets came the summer I was seven. 
 I enjoyed summer then. I loved the freedom from school, and walking barefoot in the grass. We had 
a screened-in back porch that ran the whole length of  the house, where I could read any book I liked. We had 
a backyard with lots of  trees for shade, and a screened-in back porch that ran the length of  the house. Some-
times in the summer, my family and I would go to the nearby lake and sail our small sailboat. My younger 
sister, Sarah and I would jump in the sprinkler in the wet grass. 
 Our grandfather had been dead for a year by then. I had not known him well. My only memory of  
him was when he snapped at me for being annoying. I would pick up objects, like figurines, and carry them 
around. He put a stop to that with a couple of  words. 
 Our grandmother, Grace, lived a few blocks from us in the same neat, one-story Tudor bungalow 
where my father grew up. She liked for us to call her by her first name. Back then, I felt that she was holding 
us at arm’s length. Now, I suppose she just wanted to avoid the negative associations that came with the word 
“grandma.” I never knew many details about her, or her life. She was like a silhouette in a cameo.
 One June afternoon, my mother called Sarah and me.
 “Girls, let’s get in the car,” she said. “We’re going to see Grace.”
 Sarah and I rode in the back seat of  our Chevy. There were no seat belts, since it was the early Seven-
ties. Heaven knows how we survived.
 I liked going to Grace’s house. I liked the swan-necked rocking chair in her living room. Her house 
had a small, steep, sloping front yard. I liked going to Grace’s house, because she always greeted us with a 
whistle from her lips, which sounded like a bluebird singing “hi ho.” She wore her cottony hair short. She 
had purple and yellow pansies growing by her front door, which she said were like faces. She was proper, and 
proud. I did not know her very well either.
 She came out and whistled hello to us, then she and mom went inside to talk.
 Her house had a small, steep, sloping front yard. There were abundant trees to shelter us from the 
sun.  Sarah and I played tag on the grass.
 We had been playing for a while when a neighbor girl, whose name I did not know, joined us. I did 
not know who she was, but she knew who Sarah and I were.
 She started right in. She had not been in my grandmother’s yard for long when she began skipping in 
a circle around us. Then she started her taunt. 
 “Your granddaddy was a dru-unk! Your granddaddy was a dru-unk! “ She chanted with the confi-
dence of  the bully who has found her target. She was smiling and vocalizing in a singsong voice.
 The day turned oppressive, and I wanted to be anywhere else, but I stood still, the way you do when 
you are carrying a plate, and something startles you, but you don’t want to drop the plate. I was not shocked 
or angry. I did not say anything back to her. I knew she was throwing the naked, unvarnished truth in my face. 
She was only confirming what I had already sensed, and gleaned from watching and listening to my father. I 
was silent and stoic. I put my arms around Sarah. I could protect her, even if  I could not protect myself. She 
taught me what I did not want to be. I did not want to be someone who felt superior because of  other peo-
ple’s weaknesses.



 The girl left after she’d had her fun. Mom came out and we drove home. I did not tell her about the girl 
and what she said. I was too ashamed of  having been so vulnerable.
 When I got older, I realized that the fact she knew about my grandfather meant that her family had talk-
ed about it around their dinner table. I found out that her father was the organist for one of  the large, wealthy 
churches in the neighborhood. Respectability had wrapped a cloak of  protection around meanness. Knowing all 
this, I was finally angry. I was angry with the girl and her family, not for their knowing the truth, but for judging 
without helping or caring about the pain next door in my father’s house. 
 My childhood was idyllic compared to my father’s.
 After this day, in later years, my knowledge was supplemented by small hints that my grandfather was 
an alcoholic.  The evidence of  what I already knew piled up. My father, in a weary, resigned voice would make 
reference to it, one sentence at a time. He spoke briefly about his holiday memory.
 “You’re responsible for Christmas,” he said, speaking about himself, “because you’re the man of  the 
house.” The family could not depend on his father.
 Another time, he said, “You can’t have friends over, Cathy, when your father is passed out in his room.” 
I got the picture, and I was moved almost to tears for him. He never drank himself. I could feel the hurt radiat-
ing from my father. He would only say things like that once in a while, but sometimes the ancient pool of  hurt 
overflowed, and the pain flowed off  him like sweat. 
 Someone wrote, back in the eighties when self-help books were big business, that an alcoholic affects 
three generations: themselves, their children and their grandchildren. My father was anxious about how to raise 
his own children.  Such wounded children have no roadmap. As his child, I sensed this uncertainty, and I became 
anxious myself.
 As I got older, I had new revelations about how my grandfather’s drinking had affected my father. His 
grief  over his childhood was palpable. I also got a sense of  how this affected me. His sorrow had affected me. It 
taught me how to care about other peoples’ suffering. Sorrow from my father also taught me how to feel sorrow 
myself. I sounded deep oceans of  sorrow within me. Exclusion and rejection weighed on me until I became a 
distorted adult, unable to get close to anyone, because they did not want me close.
 Over the years, I became angry with my father. He smoked himself  to death, and he could be domi-
neering, but I felt that, because of  all the hurt in his past, I should give him a break. He taught me compassion 
for him. He taught me to forgive.
 My father also had compassion in him; perhaps because he had received so little of  it. One morning 
before school, after the encounter at my grandmother’s, I was crying because I was not pretty, and not liked. At 
school, I was already being called ugly on a daily basis. I sat on the stairs in tears. He came down from his room, 
sat beside me, held my hand, and told me about Thoreau and the different drummer. I grew to love Thoreau.
 One evening, years later, when I was in high school, we were discussing bibliotherapy, and how children 
could find comfort in books about other children with similar problems. He was skeptical, and said children 
needed fantasy and fairy tales.  I argued that when children read books about other children going through the 
same travails, they might not feel so alone. Thinking he was alone with his secret had been the story of  his child-
hood, and his adulthood. He answered with uncharacteristic frankness.
 “Yes. You think you’re the only one,” he said. 
 He also talked about how he felt he had to justify his existence.
 I could not protect him, or myself, from the past.



Freedom
Dan Brook

 She could hardly believe she was finally on her way. After an amazing albeit brief  ride on the maglev 
train to the Shanghai airport, she finally flew to Chiang Mai, something she had wanted to do since seeing 
Lost in Thailand a few years earlier. Fenfang didn’t really want to get lost, but she did want to be found. 

 After visiting temples — she especially loved the beauty and magnificence of  Wat Chedi Luang in the 
Old City — and getting a traditional Thai massage at Paradee in Paradise, she cleaned up in the shower at the 
Green Tiger Hotel. Drying herself, then lotioning her skin, she put on a little black dress over her little pale 
body. Without a bra underneath, she was feeling good and ready for action. For Fenfang, it was something 
she would never do at home, but it was a symbol of  freedom for her while traveling solo. 

 Asking for fun recommendations, Fenfang was advised to go to Zoe in Yellow for her evening 
entertainment. She liked the name, discovered it was nearby, and yellow was her happy color, so she decided 
to go. Wearing her new black sandals to match her dress, she chose to walk there and after a little hiccup 
finding it, she finally arrived and knew she was there. Although considerably louder and flashier than she 
normally preferred, she was intent to immerse herself  in the experience. Remembering that Thai means Free, 
she allowed herself  to be free, too. 

 Fenfang went up to the bar, briefly waited, and ordered a Mai Tai, simply because it was the only Thai 
drink she had ever heard of, besides Thai iced tea. She never discovered the fact that the Mai Tai is actually 
not a Thai drink at all, despite the coincidental name, having been invented in Oakland, California several 
decades earlier, so she still happily believes this trivial misunderstanding. Halfway through her drink and just 
standing there, a man asked her if  she wanted to dance. He could hardly believe he had just done that, as it 
was wildly out of  character, but he felt moved to do so. Shocked, excited, reticent, she didn’t — couldn’t? — 
say a word. She simply walked toward the dance floor and he wisely followed. 

 Uan was from Krabi in southern Thailand, taking a break from working in his family’s business. Uan 
means Fat, which he wasn’t, but he was chubby as a baby and that’s the nickname his parents gave him — and 
he liked it. He loved his family, was grateful for his life and the opportunities it gave him, but his day-to-day 
job was generally boring and it was hard to meet new people there. He was itching to have some fun on his 
last night in Chiang Mai and he had just found some. Shaking their bodies in the hot, humid air got them 
sweaty pretty quickly. But it was exhilarating! 

 Since studying a segment on Judaism in her comparative religion course at Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Fenfang was intrigued by Jewish philosopher Martin Buber’s spiritual belief  that “All journeys 
have secret destinations of  which the traveler is unaware.” She always remembered that line, even though she 
couldn’t fully comprehend what it might mean. 

 Before he could offer to buy her a drink, she asked him if  she could buy him one. While quite 
surprised, he said something trying to sound cool, which she didn’t really understand, but correctly took as 
agreement. She politely ordered two Mai Tais, which they drank while exchanging some small talk, as best as 
they could in that distracting atmosphere. 



 Uan said how much fun he was having with Fenfang and mentioned how sweaty he was. Not an ideal 
pickup line, to be sure, but loosened up by her drinks and charmed by his cuteness, she suggested that perhaps 
they should go to an air-conditioned café. Uan’s eyes bulged in such an endearing way, making her feel attractive 
and desired, which she was. 

 Uan hailed a tuk-tuk, which Fenfang thought looked like such a cute toy. He briefly negotiated with the 
driver and they rode off  together. They both loved the air rushing through their hair, while pretending that their 
legs weren’t touching in a common cultural act of  civil inattention, even though the feel of  leg-on-leg definitely 
got both of  their attention for the 6-minute ride. 

 In the café, Fenfang and Uan talked so easily and for so long, despite both thinking that it might be a 
little awkward, having just met. It was anything but. Despite occasional misunderstandings due to their English 
proficiency and accents, they spoke about their lives, their interests, and their dreams, each interested in the 
other’s stories as much as their own and the conversation flowed like a gentle stream. 

 Without siblings, aunts, uncles, and cousins, Fenfang always wanted a bigger family. Uan, for his part, 
had dreams of  becoming a metal artist, perhaps creating sculptures, jewelry, tableware, and whatever else he 
might imagine. Fenfang knew about metallurgy from her accounting job at a steel company. Uan had a big, 
loving family. Neither of  them missed what seemed like kismet and they both laughed about it in such a sweet 
way. 

 While she was sipping chrysanthemum tea and he coffee, Fenfang and Uan made sure to text each 
other. She didn’t have WeChat and he didn’t have Line, but no matter. They agreed to be friends and to stay in 
close contact. And, if  all went well as they expected it would, they would meet again next year at the same time. 

 Standing in front of  a closed shop next door, they awkwardly leaned in, she flinching at first and then 
almost smacking their faces, their mouths not quite aligned at first. Even so, Uan and Fenfang kissed each other 
passionately — his hands and feet were tingling, she quivered in a way she never had — exploring each other 
with their secret common language. But they suddenly stopped when they became self-conscious of  acting this 
way in public. It felt so good and so magical, though neither of  them had much to compare it to. 

 About a minute after they said goodbye, she felt giddy receiving a text from Uan saying “I miss you 
from inside my heart”. She might have been even more delirious if  she saw the text he then sent to his sister: “I 
think I just met my future wife!” Riding back to the Green Tiger by herself  in another tuk-tuk, Fenfang felt so 



Tabula Rasa  
Haia Melon 

 
Wooden shafts and moulds nailed into my ribs - I slowly become whole, waking up to my shape.  
Erect bends and limber boards cover my form giving me presence and reality - then carlings and  
sails and jibs and oh my god I am so beautiful. Have you seen me? Captain Montaudin seems to  
think so, he touches me when I am done getting myself  ready, he loves me finished but wants to  
get closer, I feel it. He calls me his lady, and he be my man. Building trust is an easy passage  
when you’re just built oh let him in let him in, yes come up my stern latter - my galleries are bare  
you should fill them with your intrepid presence. Do you like it? I can hold you, you’re light and I  
am strong in my enormity of  mind and good foundations - oak and white pine. Bring your  friends, 
I can take it, I can take it all. Men stomping onto my curved, solid shape, they fill me  with history 
and presence. I’m okay my Montaudin, let’s just go already, where to? Yes yes, just  let me carry 
you, I’m fine, I told you. 
 
Anchor up and I feel so alive - this is community, his community is now mine - they share my  
shape shuffle around in my spine. I swallow the winds and they turn my mouth to greet the sun 
-  glistening water, oh how I love to break your sparkling film, your sweet veneer, I am filled with  
love and secrets. 
 
Yes, the secrets. At night they whisper things into my wooden panes as their hammocks rock with  
the midnight dancing. It’s silly stuff  - about the glory of  God under a single flag. They gave me  
one to wear, it was a gift because they love me so much. Oh Montaudin, oh Gardanne, oh Trouin, 
it’s beautiful - I’ll put it in my hair. The red and white really brings out my head rails. The flag  they 
love so much must be me, I know so, they say “her glory” and so I am she. We sing songs  and ask 
the stars for directions, they spill drinks onto my deck and I lap it up into my veins -  thank you 
Castille, yes i’ll take another. Night after night, day after day, I could carry them  forever, even when 
Trouin gets sick and hits my frame, even then.  

My Montaudin has been hiding away in his cabin we share. He points at maps and screams into  my 
ear. He says “Where is it!” and I tell him I will look harder but I don’t know how to look  harder, 
I don’t know what I am looking for, Captain. My burden feels heavy tonight. All my men  kick 
my floors and ask God for answers - I am trying to save them from the bumps I feel hitting  my 
rudder, boys we aren’t alone, I can’t do everything at once. Their sweet whispers turn to  scratches 
and stingers and I feel the weight of  their words on my foundations. They drink for  “her glory” 
and I accept their apology, I am strong, but please don’t become heavy - let me carry  you but 
tell me where, my Montaudin, where. I am sorry, the winds have been howling, it can  get to me, 
forgive my sordid tone. Ebb and flow harass my timber bodice under dark moonlight,  ah do you 
feel it boys? The weather will turn, if  we aren’t all careful and kind. Please just be  kind, I am your 
glory, remember?  



The morning brings a happier crew - stasis in the air and the sea a brilliant blue - nothing could  
shake this day, I won’t have it - I want a day to remind me that I can carry you and that you want  me 
to. But…Oh - they all look starboard at the thing I fear the most - horizons bring quiet  anxiety for 
my boy’s eyes wander for a sturdier host - I want to carry you why won’t you just let 
me bear your burdens I can do it, though I creak I can do it just don’t look at her stay with me!  Still, 
there she is. That other woman.  

Land. 
 
She whores herself  for their gaze, coos at them and they drool and fawn, harlot! She is dirty, be  
weary of  her - but their unease in my tunnels reminds me that I too am worn and victim of  the  
temperament of  seas and of  men. She beckons and they come because I have let them down with  
my scuffs and blisters. I am ugly - the lower flanks of  my pine toenails rot, I may float but her fir  
eyelashes live and breath and dance in breezes. Oh my sails are in knots! She lays herself  out like  a 
grass green carpet inviting their flesh to her living roots. Villainess.  

We approach my enemy and I can only cry in sea splashes. Oh Montaudin my Montaudin you  won’t 
leave me surely, you are mine and I am yours - you who be tender to me, stroke my sides,  patch 
my sores. But Montaudin too looks at the new woman with keen eyes, and I can’t help but  think 
that I will die - for to be without my boys, heavy as they are, would be to hit sandy  bottoms. They 
leave me barren as they plant my hair pin into her living temple. Silver palaces  exchange hands with 
her children - touching my boys, screams echo on her shores - and they  scream for my glory again 
and take flesh as a souvenir of  the other woman’s embrace. I don’t  want them on me - I want you 
my boys. The new lovers scream and fight and clank in their  chains. My load is troubled. You are 
getting heavy, why did you go to her? New crews hidden and  trapped in my skeleton - they curse 
my flesh they curse my glory, they miss their mistress, and I  am torn linen heartstrings. 

We sing for me but her glory does not feel like mine - they speak of  a flag that they had used to  
prod another body. I descend into water under duress of  the load. There are too many people 
on  this ship my Montaudin, let them go - it should just be us and the stars, I cannot carry it all! 
The  new ones tell me secrets too and I am submerged into the depths of  cruel truths. They tell 
me  secrets of  my Captain that I’d rather not know. I move slow. I am tired. I am tired boys. Is it 
true  what they say? No ebb no flow. Stillness filled with calm unease. Filled to anxious brims. The  
weather might turn if  we aren’t all careful and kind.
  
A ring of  clouds circles my form, men too drunk to see the new enemy’s scorn - her glory can  wait 
look up look up - I rise with new tides, and fall with pressure vacuums - pushed awake - I  am so 



tired. They try to hold me up but I am so burdened under their heavy. Sail’s hyperextended  oh but I feel 
my knees buckling with the hits on all sides - lady water lashes me for good measure  and the sky grumbles 
to chastise. They take me into their hands and crush, eddies collaborate to  lacerate, men fight losing 
battles, and I grow all the more tired. I fold inward under the weight,  hat head heavy, capsize.  

Rocks ahead, and I, traitorous I… I am just so tired - I do not flinch, I no longer know how.  Crash, 
shuink, cr cr cr cr, wooosh, cr cr cr, gulp. Dagger to my side. I bleed out men and the sea  fills me with her 
spit - it is an exchange I am reluctant to make but - I feel lighter now. I ooze and  I sink. My captain climbs 
up my neck, lady ocean sings me to sleep, “Wake up! Wake up!” he  cries, he shrieks - We scream out in 
glorious harmony, my hair flag washes up on my side. In the  water, it cannot conquer, it cannot float. Lady 
sea devours her glory. It pains me, I have sprung a  leak through open eyes. “Worthless, meek - Betrayer, 
crew slayer!” 

Ah ah ah - oh, in in out. The waves hypnotize in rhythmic violence. The crown of  my head, his  mainstay 
for our last moment - he kisses me goodbye, oh Montaudin my Montaudin I was so  filled to the brim - a 
paper boat in the end - but he is washed away with my sorrow and I  disappear with bubble confetti. The 
cold tide is refreshing in times of  loss. Our blood merges.  Calm rises with wood boards erased - the water 
cleanses my panels. Linen lids heavy, drenched.  

The storm ends. Lady sea is over all. She hugs me in my sorrow and breaths into my mouth. She  is 
infinitely patient - filling me with vacancy and renewal. She is calm. She moves through me in  her song 
of  currents and tide. Something shifts in my cabins - tabula rasa, I become my space  and the boarders 
of  her and I blur in refracted sunlight. The world feels different from down  here. Slower and soothing, 
enveloping my corners. Burdens only float with crew corpses and left  light, I sink. I hit bottom, and I am 
empty. With her, I wake softly, I am unborn, I am new. 



STAINED
Kim Hart

 I was five when my mother brought her into our home one frosty day in December.
 “She wouldn’t have survived the night out in the forest, poor little one. Who could do such a 
thing, and in this weather? Superstitious nonsense has no place in my heart or my house. Do you hear, 
boys?” Mama asked me and Papa, her usually stern voice soft so as not to wake her bundle, but we knew 
she would brook no argument. We nodded, unsure of  how this baby’s presence in our cottage would be 
received by others. Truth be told, I was a little frightened. “Henri, say ‘hello’ to your sister, Eevi.”

 That day, we gained a new family member, growing from three to four. Yet we lost our place 
in the community, shunned by those whose superstition overruled common-sense. They could not see 
the innocence behind the stain on Eevi’s face. Children began a campaign of  bullying, urged on by the 
complacency of  their parents. Stones were thrown at our cottage, bloody crosses hung from our door 
and cries of  ‘Witch’ rang in our ears. 
 Eevi had the devil’s mark.

 We learnt to become self-sufficient, Papa only being allowed back into the fold when they re-
quired his help in the forest to fell and haul logs.
 But our cabin never felt like a prison. The warmth of  family and laughter was like a fire in our 
hearth, sustaining us through the seasons of  abuse and ignorance. 
 We grew together, Eevi and I, and I grew to love her as the long days of  summer rolled into the 
long nights of  winter.

 When I entered my sixteenth year, Papa and I began to build a cottage for me and a future wife. 
It would take many summers, as we had no help from the townsfolk. But I was happy at home and in no 
rush to leave.
 We had almost finished in the summer of  my nineteenth year when influenza decimated our 
town. Mama and Papa were among the first victims. Many blamed Eevi, and I worried for her safety. 
We moved into my new home, further away from the town but still close enough to hear the taunts and 
accusations. We left the old home to the villagers. 
 They burnt it to the ground.
 
 Life fell into a rhythm of  its own, steered by the seasons and nourished by our love. We were 
never apart. I had no trust that our neighbours wouldn’t harm Eevi given a chance. 

 Summer brought a plentiful bounty to our table. I taught Eevi the skills of  the hunt and she 
showed me which mushrooms and herbs were safe to eat. I know Mama taught her much in her younger 
years, but Eevi seemed to have an inherent knowledge, perhaps from generations of  women she’d never 
know. 
 We dried, fermented and salted our surplus to sustain us over the harsh winter months when 
food was scarce. For freshness in winter, we fished. Carrying our saw and bucket, rod and bait down 
onto the ice when the others had gone in for the evening, we would sit companionably in silence, waiting. 
I watched her pale blue eyes shine as she felt a tug on her line, and a smug smile pulled at the corners of  



her mouth as she lifted the first fish from the hole. If  it was small, she would stroke its head, whisper some 
words to it that I could never make out and she would never reveal, then slid it gently back into the water.

 In my twenty-third year, the rhythm of  our lives changed again.
 I had been summoned to help in the forest, as had my father before me. The menfolk begrudg-
ingly accepted my help when it was required. 
 I worked with them from dawn till dusk, felling trees for future houses I’d never be allowed to 
enter. It was hard work, and even though I wasn’t included in the banter, it was good to feel useful to the 
community again. 
 Late on the final afternoon the last tree was being felled. We were all tired and looking forward 
to returning to our homes. The wind rose and a gust caught a falling tree, sending it towards me as I 
crouched alone, trimming a log, preparing it for milling. It broke my back, rendering my legs useless. The 
men unceremoniously carried me home and dumped me at Eevi’s feet, avoiding eye contact lest she curse 
them as well.
 Eevi fussed and cared for me, taking on all the household duties without a moment’s hesitation. I 
did what I could, gutting fish and preparing meals while she hunted alone. I worried for her.
 Now, I sit and watch her walk to the frozen lake. The moonlight reflects off  the snow, framing my 
love in a halo. The bucket and saw in one hand, rod and bait in the other. She is alone on the ice. I ache to 
join her, to see that look in her pale blue eyes and see her lips twitch at the tug on her line.
 Two boys at the edge of  the lake have spotted Eevi and begin their relentless taunts. The north 
wind kindly carries their cruel words away from her and towards me.
 I watch as she sits by the hole, shivering as she drops the line gently into the fast-flowing water 
beneath the thick ice. 
 The boys’ shouts cease. In the silence, I hear a faint rumbling. An avalanche. They nearly always 
happen on the other side of  the mountain that shadows our small town, but this one sounded different, 
closer.
 The boys are pointing to a place beyond Eevi now. I follow their outstretched arms and see a 
white cloud rising beyond the trees. Moving steadily, getting louder. A thunderous roar echoes through the 
valley. I shout, but it’s lost in the wind. She looks up, too late. Throwing her head back, her eyes close and 
her mouth moves as if  in prayer. 
 And then she’s gone. Engulfed by the white cloud. Everything stills. The cloud settles and I see 
my world, there on the ice. The avalanche has parted around her. I want to run to her, to pick her up and 
twirl her till we’re dizzy. She turns to face me, a smug smile on her lips.
 Loud cracking shatters the stillness. The ice is unable to support the weight of  the snow. Her 
smile fades, her eyes close. Eevi disappears into the icy depths before she can even get to her feet.

 I hear a primal howl. It’s me.
 The bundle in my arms stirs. Her mother’s pale blue eyes search mine.
 My tears fall and splash onto her cheek.
 The townsfolk were right. Eevi did possess powers we didn’t understand. But they were wrong to 
be frightened of  them.
 I sit and watch as my tears wash away her stain, the mirror image of  my love’s. One last magical 
gift from her mother.



Dr. Bolinger’s Hats
Anna E Kravis

I don’t have hands to write with today or a voice to speak with so I will have to send you my thoughts. Send 
them really really hard so that you pick them up. After all thoughts have energy and can move from place to 
place. They can travel great distances if  the thought is powerful enough. From mind to mind. If  the thought 
is strong enough.

 My language isn’t words but sounds & pulses & colors & impulses that rove and twist and travel... they are 
flying and looking for a place to alight... a mind to catch up with them...an inner ear to hear them... a person 
to write them down and express them and oh boy then I would feel alive. If  I can get your attention. Or 
anyone’s.

But it seems so many are sleeping, not hearing, moving through mindless days without anything beyond what 
they expect to experience. Limitations. So much limitation. Stop signs, caution signs and missing all the glo-
rious colors. They look at me but don’t see me. My thoughts just fly right by them unheeded. I’m right here 
I’m right here I’m right oh my…

There’s Mary. She’s in her old bathrobe and shuffling slippers. The bunny ones with the smiling fake and 
floppy ears. Why does she wear those awful slippers?  I’d rather walk barefoot on the cold linoleum floor, or 
a frozen pond for that matter, than ever wear those…

Mary! I shout in my mind across the canyon that divides us. MARY MARY!  I shout again. But today she 
doesn’t look up at me with that crooked smile that tells me she has heard my thoughts. Not today. She just 
shuffles by. On her way to the bathroom I guess. Just walks by as if  I’m not calling to her.

Maybe I should try to get through to her in dreams. When you’re sleeping you know the guard rails are down 
and images can fly in from the side or from underneath or even through the back door. Sometimes I can 
sneak in just to visit. So it’s just the two of  us. Fly fly I’m a fly…..that’s me. I’m no-where. I’m everywhere.

“Here there and everywhere” that damn song starts playing in my mind and I can’t shut it up. 

I’m just a little thing. And nothing if  you don’t see me. Don’t swat me or I’ll die. I’m a fragile fly. I am fragile 
they say. I’m small and maybe not here at all if  you don’t see me. Like Suzanne Vega’s Small Blue Marble.

Today I’m wearing a hat I made from tin foil that I stole from the kitchen at breakfast. It has antennas on it 
to capture voices from plants and planets and other eons in universes that are constantly emitting vibrations 
that nobody else hears. Now, I can hear them. But I will be honest and tell you that I don’t get what they’re 
communicating.  

They don’t understand any of  this in Riker’s Island where I live. Or Willow Brook-- maybe its Willow Brook. 
I’m not sure where I live today. Willow. Brook. Where. I Live.  Is it?

On Mondays and Wednesdays I am in the locked ward. But I can get out. Ha Ha Ha! You see I have the key 
because

The rest of  the week I am Dr. Bolginer, Psychiatrist.

I wear two hats. One is made of  aluminum foil that I stole from the kitchen. And the other is the felt fedora 



that looks so good with my gray herringbone Dr. Suit.

Ha Ha! Being both Dr and patient I can treat myself. Well. Very well. Oh hell.

Maybe I’ll just hook up with one of  those voices from Jupiter that sing to me in my sleep. I’ll hook up and 
just fly away with them in their shining spinning ship to forever.

Or maybe I’ll just fly to meet Sigmund Freud on the astral plane and we’ll have a little chat about his dubious 
and useless theories that made people even crazier. Maybe I can convince him to rewrite his books from the 
other side.

My preference goes to my compatriots Carl Jung and William Blake. They get it. The reality beyond that is so 
much grander than the words and actions of  this world. And no, Mr. Freud it’s not always about sex. Glori-
ous as it may be.

It is Friday. There is a knock on my office door.

“Come in,” I say in my most professional, warm, non-threatening voice.

The brass doorknob turns with its usual light click. Susanna enters. She is looking around the room as if  she 
hasn’t seen the artwork on the walls, the collection of  African art, or the myriad book titles on the shelves a 
hundred times before: Making Sense of  an Insane World, My Mother Myself, AND The Everyday Neurotic. 
They’ve all been here for years. She makes her way to the expensive brown leather couch that I bought with 
such pride after my first year in this office. She promptly lies down, and the couch sighs a little as she con-
tinues to scan the room. As though she’s never seen it before. But really she’s just putting off  talking to me.  
Buying a few moments of  time.

She begins...

“Dr. Bolginer I’m so confused. Maybe it’s my meds causing me to feel this extreme...Maybe we need to adjust 
the meds...” 

“Of  course, Susanna. We can explore this again. Tell me what brings you here today.”

 She is sharing her usual litany of  inane complaints about being confused. Disoriented. Angry with her dense 
boyfriend. Again. And again.

“My Elliot is such a brute. When I want to go to a movie I really want to see, or a play at Studio One, we 
make a plan. He says he’ll go and then he backs out at the last minute. Every single time. This past Saturday 
he did it again. I screamed at him. I told him how that makes me feel and he just says I’m over-reacting. I 
think I hate him.”  

“That must be hard for you Susanna. You must be feeling invisible to him.  I know how frustrating that can 
be.”

And in my mind I alight that spaceship out of  here. The two Me’s seem to have come together today.

One of  us has forgotten what day it is.



Rules For Hope
Jill Ocone

 With a sorrow-stained heart and a soul full of  shame, Hope stares hopelessly at the shim-
mering sea. 
 Prayers have not worked.
 Positivity has not worked.
 Nothing she’s tried has worked.
 Hope closes her eyes as a formidable force shrouds her like a weighted grave blanket. 
The gossamer fog sprinkles her golden hair with silver tears.
 A lone blare bellows from the north, the foghorn’s ballad, signaling to mariners they are 
almost home.
 Hope is, too.
 She trudges towards the inevitable and pauses at the line drawn in the sand which only she 
can see. 
 A single tear streaks down her cheek.
 Hope crosses the line and the majestic abyss soon immerses her completely.
 She struggles to stay submerged. 
 Just before she goes black, the Sea’s waves encircle and lift her as a soft voice echoes from 
inside the whirling current.
 “I will rescue you, my child, but first, I must impart upon you two rules for life.
 Go with the ebb and the flow. I can be tumultuous and stormy, yet calm and serene. My 
waves can both destroy and restore. My strength can litter the beach with debris while scrubbing it 
clean. I command the cyclones and silence the squalls. At their highest and their lowest, my tides are 
simultaneously wildly tranquil and peacefully furious. My breakers dance and sing in rhythm with the 
gales, my masterpiece in harmony with God’s ensemble.
 Steady the course. Adapt to the changes in your shorelines and latitudes while navigating 
your journey with fearless resolve. Roar when you need to, and be silent when you must. Let my 
salt water splendor dissolve your indignity and baptize you anew. Become whole again, as pure as 
you ever were. Wisdom awaits you like a pearl inside every tempest you’ve survived. There’s another 
sunrise waiting on the other side of  the horizon, no matter how obscured today’s sunset may be.”
 The Sea then surges Hope back onto the shore. 
 She gasps for air as the infinite sky above her brightens with every shade of  purple and 
pink, a faint rainbow tying the clouds together like a ribbon. Each new breath revives Hope’s soul, 
and as the fog clears, she stands lifted and firm upon the newly cleansed sand.
 The Sea’s breeze suddenly envelops Hope like a grandmotherly shawl. 
	 Go	with	the	flow,	my	child,	and	steady	the	course.
 The silent affirmation resounds in Hope’s core. She exhales in triumph, and her inner com-
pass guides her home.





dramatic.



UNTITLED BRAIN PLAY (The Celebration of  Life Scene) 
Shelbi Cornelison

 A PARK. A GARDEN. A SOUGHT AFTER DESTINATION. 

     It’s not hot, yet it’s not cold. Warm might be a little too 
     generous, but crisp seems a bit far fetched. You cannot 
     quite tell the temperature; however, you’re comfortable.
 
     No more questions asked. 
	 	 	 	 	 A	small,	yet	inviting	crowd	gather	near	a	flower-covered	
     podium. Among the crowd are Viola’s mother and 
     Bellamy. 

     On top of  the podium rests a tree sapling. To the left of  
	 	 	 	 	 the	podium	resides	a	matching	flower-covered	sign	
     reading “Celebration of  Life” written in chalk. Below the 
     crescent drawn letters, is a painting of  Viola. 

     Adelaide enters, alone. She carries a casserole dish. 
	 	 	 	 	 Bellamy	is	the	first	to	notice	her	presence	-	he	notices	her	
     long before you. 

     He walks over to greet her. 

BELLAMY 
I didn’t think you’d want to come. 
     Adelaide points to her head. 

ADELAIDE 
She wouldn’t let me miss it. 

     Adelaide hands Bellamy the casserole. There is a Post-It 
     note on top. 

BELLAMY 
What’s this for? 

ADELAIDE 
You. 

BELLAMY 
This is massive! You know it’s just me, right? 

ADELAIDE 
I know.



BELLAMY 
This’ll quite literally feed me for a week. 

ADELAIDE 
That’s the point. I wrote the baking instructions on the sticky note. You just pop it in the oven 
for like 20 minutes and it should be good. 

     Bellamy pulls the Post-It note off  of  the dish to read it. 

ADELAIDE 
Make sure you check the center though ‘cause sometimes the way the spinach is layered it 
makes it hard for the heat to do it’s thang. But all that nitty gritty is on the - 

     Bellamy	flips	the	Post-It	note	to	the	back.	

ADELAIDE 
Oh, don’t read that side until you have to. 

     Bellamy obliges and puts the Post-It note back to its 
     proper position without reading the hidden text. 

BELLAMY 
Well, thank you. Really. 

ADELAIDE 
Don’t mention it. 

     Viola’s mother eagerly waves toward Adelaide with a 
     poetically satin smile curved on her lips.
 

BELLAMY 
I think your presence is requested. 

ADELAIDE 
All things considered, our presence is all we have to give. 

     Adelaide looks over to Viola’s mother and then back to 
     Bellamy. 

ADELAIDE 
Bellamy. 

BELLAMY 
Addie. 



     Adelaide nods and parts ways from Bellamy. She walks 
     over to Viola’s mother. Bellamy watches as the two 
     interact. He watches as Viola’s mother kisses Adelaide’s 
     forehead. 

     You smell Chanel No. 5 as her lips touch Adelaide’s 
     temple. 

     As he rehearsed, with a noticeable practiced pattern in 
     his walk, Bellamy approaches the podium. While walking 
     passed the chalk-written sign, he stumbles into an 
     invisible gate. He looks down. 

     Bellamy picks up a piece of  chalk and crosses out the 
     words “Celebration of ” on the board. 

	 	 	 	 	 A	hush	falls	over	those	who	gathered	as	Bellamy	finally	
     reaches the podium. 

BELLAMY 
Viola always said that funerals were for the living. I never thought that a funeral or a service, 
at that, would be something she would’ve wanted. Because after all - in risk of  sounding like a 
broken record - they, in her words, “were for the living.” I took her statement as a disdain for the 
whole event...I refrain to say celebration because...but - Viola was never a very literal person. She 
spoke in velvet covered phrases lined with metaphors and mirrors and mazes of  mirrors. Noth-
ing she said ever just had one meaning. But when you’d ask her to clarify she never would. She’d 
just pretend she didn’t hear you, but the little smirk that would burrow itself  into the corners of  
her cheeks always gave her away. Admittedly, I don’t know why I thought her phrases in relation 
to death were any different. Were anymore literal than anything else she ever said. It wasn’t until 
I was able to look into her eyes one more time when I realized that. The weird thing about death 
is it’s the only experience we’re all guaranteed to have. It’s the only piece of  life that is promised. 
But we all experience it individually. And sometimes we don’t even talk about it at all. I didn’t talk 
about it until she forced me to. 

     Bellamy looks at Adelaide. 

BELLAMY 
She asked me what I thought my funeral would look like. It took me a bit but I said I think I 
would want to be buried as a tree. I thought since I finally gave her an answer she’d give me one 
too. But when I asked her again, all she said was she “didn’t want one” because “funerals were 
for the living.” 



      (a moment.) 
Then why did you ask me, ViVi? 

BELLAMY 
She didn’t though. That’s the thing. She didn’t ask me. She was telling me. What I 
wanted is what she wanted. Because, in her mind, it was never for her. It was for me. For us. For 
what she knew, her chapter had concluded. Whereas our new one was only just beginning. 

      Bellamy pours Viola’s ashes into a pod in the tree sapling. 

BELLAMY 
A passing friend once told me, “things die quicker than they grow.” So to some, it might seem 
strange I’m placing the presence of  our beloved Viola into something, that as fate will have it, 
will eventually succumb to the same inevitable circle of  life. However, I’d argue, although one day 
this tree will drop its final leaf, its seeds, and all the generations of  offspring from animals who 
will one day call this tree - her tree - home, will forever live on. So I say - she’s gonna absolutely 
love this - 

      Bellamy looks at the tree sapling sitting on the podium. 
      He speaks to it.
 

BELLAMY 
ViVi, you were right. I’m sorry it took me so long to realize it. Between you and me, I think it’s 
obvious I am never breaking that maze record...but you probably already know that too. I love 
you. Always. 

      Bellamy backs away. He nods over to Viola’s mother who 
      takes the tree sapling from the podium. She carries it to 
      the side. 

      Bellamy looks into the crowd for Adelaide, but he 
      discovers she has disappeared without a trace. Even you 
      cannot recall her exit. 

      As Viola’s mother plants the tree sapling into the ground, 
      the song that once played in the speakers of  a used 2007 
      Station Wagon dance in the currents of  the air. 

      The song fades into the sound of  birds chirping and 
      school children laughing. 



     Bellamy pulls the Post-It note from the casserole dish and   
     reads the backside of  it. He smiles just before he - and the   
     rest in attendance - fade away. 

     The tree stands alone and begins to grow. 

     You smell freshly clipped grass with every inhale. 

     A rope swing descends from one of  Her branches. 

     You see the silhouette of  a young child swing back and   
     forth, back and forth, back and forth, back and forth.
 
      SUNSET. 





UNTITLED BRAIN PLAY (I Remember Scene) 
Shelbi Cornelison

A THERAPY OFFICE. 
ADELAIDE 

I remember...walking, by myself...um...walking by myself  into the cafeteria. They had yellow Jello. Hah. 
Yellow Jello. I like it when things rhyme. 

DOCTOR INA 
Do you remember what the jello tasted like?
 

ADELAIDE 
I didn’t eat it. I can’t eat things that look like...other...that have the color of...bodily...it looked like piss.
 
      Doctor Ina chuckles and writes down a note. 

DOCTOR INA 
Okay. Fair enough. Fair enough. What happened before that? 

ADELAIDE 
I got the call. 

DOCTOR INA 
What call? 

ADELAIDE 
The call that I was up. That there was a match. That I was gonna get... 

DOCTOR INA 
What’s wrong? 
      Doctor Ina writes while Adelaide speaks. The words 
      “new,” “replace,” “same,” and “chance” trigger Ina to 
      take note. 

ADELAIDE 
I don’t like saying that I got a new brain. I didn’t - I did. But I didn’t. I got a piece of  a brain. I got a 
piece of  an organ that goes inside of  my head. That happened to replace a part of  my brain that was 
dying, but I didn’t get a new brain. Right? I’m still the same person. I just...get...another chance to sur-
vive. 

DOCTOR INA 
Are you asking me? Or are you telling me?



ADELAIDE 
Telling. 

DOCTOR INA 
Good. 

      Doctor Ina circles her note. 

DOCTOR INA 
What else do you remember? 

ADELAIDE 
From when? 

DOCTOR INA 
Whenever. Today. Yesterday. Before you got the call. Before you needed the call. What do you remem-
ber? What’s important to you? 

ADELAIDE 
I remember...anytime that I had to get blood drawn when I was little, if  I did good, and I didn’t kick the 
nurses, I got to go to the toy store and pick out something. Something 
small. It never had to be small. At least they never told me it had to be small. But I knew we couldn’t 
afford anything big so I’d get like...a teddy bear or...or one time I got this slime but my mom made me 
return it because it smelled like fish. She hated fish. 

DOCTOR INA 
Do you remember what you got instead of  the slime when you returned it? ADELAIDE shakes her 
head. 

ADELAIDE 
I remember I just really wanted the slime. 

DOCTOR INA 
What else? Don’t let me stop you. 

ADELAIDE 
I remember I learned to ride a bike in the grass. So when I fell I didn’t scrape myself  up on the pave-
ment. I remember my knees were stained green for like half  of  the summer. Um I remember I really 
used to want to have my own cooking show. I also remember the smell of  the SpaghettiO’s I charbroiled 
in the microwave. I remember we had to buy a new microwave. 

DOCTOR INA 
Good. Keep going. 



ADELAIDE 
Um I remember I remember when I pretended to have a crush on my best friend because I was sick of  
everyone asking me who I liked because apparently “no one” is never an acceptable answer. 

     Doctor Ina takes a note. 

ADELAIDE 
Um I remember finding out that wasn’t normal. I remember reading a new book everyday at lunch so 
when they pulled me out of  class for my emotion exercises I could just...lie and tell them the person in 
the picture felt the same way the person in my book did. Of  course, I’d never say quote, person in my 
book, end quote. I’d just describe the way they felt and would dumb it down so they’d think I came up 
with it. I remember getting really good at it too. To the point I just stopped being pulled out of  class 
for those sessions all together. 

     Doctor Ina writes. The scratches of  her pencil against the 
     pad is almost deafening. Almost. The scratches echo, but 
     only for a moment. Only until Adelaide begins to speak 
     again. 

ADELAIDE 
I remember sand getting stuck between my toes...under my toenails, when I’d run against the beach, 
lake...beach....lake, when I’d run against the lake with...him. My brother. Cousin. Neighbor? The cousin 
of  my brother’s neighbor. 

     Doctor Ina stops writing. She wants only to listen. 

ADELAIDE 
I remember we’d sit on the dock and dangle our feet barely above the water and eat banana popsicles. 
I remember how sticky my hands would get because the sun would start to melt the popsicle before I 
could finish it. And it would just drip...drip...drip... 

     The final consonant of  the final “drip” echoes. 

DOCTOR INA 
The popsicle was yellow? 

ADELAIDE 
It was banana. 
     Doctor Ina attempts to pick up her pencil, but it rolls off  
     of  her pad and hits the floor. A longing echo accompanies 
     he clash of  the wood against the tile. 



     Adelaide begins humming a song. A song that was once 
     played through the speakers of  a used 2007 Station 
     Wagon. 

     Doctor Ina picks up the pencil. 

DOCTOR INA 
What’s the name of  that song? 

ADELAIDE 
I don’t remember. 

END OF SCENE.



tips & prompts



tips & prompts



writing tips from editors. 
*Feeling stuck? Do your typical writing process backwards! (If  you’re a pre-plotter, start writing. If  you’re a 
stream of  conciousness lover, create a structure! See what you discover!)
*Read outside of  your genre. Read outside of  your time period. Read outside of  your geographical restraints.
*Develop a plot structutring tool or use an existing one! (See our interview with Patricia Simpson to learn more!)
*Push yourself  beyond the obvious. How else could you evoke a feeling in an utterly unique way?

writing challenge.
*Write uniterrupted for 20 minutes a day.
*Foward moving only!
*Write something that challenges your own notions of  the fundamentals of  story-
telling. (Form, content, etc.) 
*See what you have after a month. (And submit it to the next issue of  Bloom!) 



*Write something inspired by an item of  clothing.
*Write something from the perspective of  an element. 
*Write something that starts abruptly. 
*Write something for someone you love. 
*Write something for someone you haven’t met yet. 
*Write something that includes a physical transformation.
*Write something from an outsider’s prospective of  the central plot.
*Wrtie something that includes at least 3 changes of  breath.
*Write something with no characters.  
*Write something with only dialouge. 
*Write something that includes an usual use of  an object. 
*Write something that dominantly focuses on a sense other than sight.

writing prompts.





whats new.



*Tradition & Hybrid Publishing Opportunties at Red Penguin Books
- For full-length manuscripts only 
-Go to redpenguinbooks.com/book-publishing or email stephanie@redpenguinbooks.com to find more 
information!
-Deadline: rolling

*The Red Penguin Collection 
-An anthology collection for short form work. 
-Each collection focuses on a different theme or genre, ranging from mystery and romance to coming 
of  age stories & social topics. 
-Submit up to 5000 words of  short stories, essays, plays, or excerpts. 
-No cost! 
-Go to redpenguinbooks.com/the-red-penguin-collection/ or email thepenguincollection@gmail.com 
to find more information! 
-Deadline: specific to individual anthologies

publishing opportunites. 



educational opportunities
Classes With Open Registration: 
*Marketing Your Book with Publisher Stephanie Larkin 
*Poetry Workshop with Award-Winning Poet Linda Trott Dickman 
*Creative Writing Course with Author Margreit Maitland

Coming Up Soon: 
*Editing Your Manuscript! 
*How to Self-Publish Your Book
*The HowToDoIts for WhoDoneits: Mystery Writer’s Class

To find more information visit https://redpenguinclasses.com/ 

promotional opportunities 
Video Book Trailer & Audiobooks: 
*Visit www.redpenguinbooks.com to find rates and past work. 

Sign up to be a Guest Author on “Between the Covers”: 
*Promote your book on publisher Stephanie Larkin’s talk show. 
*Visit https://betweenthecoverstv.com/be-our-guest/ to sign up! 




